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Prospective 
students get 
a taste of 
college 
By Will Schmidt 
A two-day program allowed 
prospective USD students to envision 
what their futures could look like with 
a USD education. The Multicultural 
Experience Overnight Program, ME@ 
USD, hosted prospective undergraduates 
from Feb. 24 to 25 in an effort to orient 
them with the USD community. 
The program was organized in 
the spring of 2009 by the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions for incoming 
early-action students, particularly those 
from underrepresented groups, who 
are interested in enrolling at USD. The 
program has developed into a wildly 
popular event for prospective students, 
which is why the OUA expanded ME@ 
USD to occur twice every spring. 
In the short time since it was 
established, the program has done 
far more than simply work towards 
increasing diversity on campus, as 
evidenced by the many organizations 
that help to make ME@USD a hit. 
Assistant Director of Multicultural 
Recruitment Joseph Davidson explained 
that the program began as a way for 
prospective students to explore USD. 
"ME@USD is designed to bring high 
school students who are interested 
in enrolling in USD to our campus 
to show them everything we have to 
offer," Davidson said. "The beauty of 
the program is that it takes a collective 
effort from everybody - students, faculty 
and staff." 
Davidson explained that the 
ME@USD schedule was jam-packed 
with events because there was a lot of 
ground to cover in a mere two days. 
"The participating high school students 
started by attending a welcome session 
in the UC forums, followed by a tour 
of the campus and a student panel 
where they could ask questions and 
get information about USD from the 
student perspective," Davidson said. 
"There was also a wonderful study 
abroad information session, followed 
by a student resource fair intended to 
give the participants insight into what 
types of support networks are available 
to them on campus - places such as 
Student Support Services, the Center 
for Educational Excellence and the 
Multicultural Center to name a few." 
Attendees were able to relax while 
they ate dinner before being introduced 
to their host students and then mixing 
with fellow incoming freshman at a 
social. The second day was more hectic, 
with a series of planned events. 
"The next morning," Davidson 
said, "they had the real taste for college 
by waking up early, chowing down on 
a fantastic SLP breakfast, attending 
classes with their host students and then 
attending a financial aid workshop, until 
they met up again with their parents at 
the closing luncheon." 
The ME@USD program sought 
out the newly established Center for 
See ME, Page 3 
Rafael Crescencio/The Vista 
Prospective students attend, a panel to 
discuss college life on Feb. 25. 
Phoebe Gurrola/TheVista 
Activist Stuart Milk (left) speaks about his uncle Harvey's legacy in the IPJTheatre on Feb. 24, with support from PRIDE at USD President, 
Joseph Rocha (right), who organized and emceed the event. 
Coffee with Milk is big hit 
Stuart Milk leads discussion of gay rights 
By Justin Matti 
The highly-esteemed nephew of 
gay rights leader Harvey Milk visited 
campus to have a cup of coffee, 
with 120 members of the San Diego 
community. Milk's nephew, Stuart 
Milk, was the distinguished guest of 
PRIDE at USD, who invited him to 
speak about the current climate of gay 
rights in the United States. 
Milk led an informal discussion 
of the topic while seated on a sofa last 
Thursday evening in the IPJ. During 
the two-year planning process prior 
to the event, PRIDE had support from 
USD Young Democrats, USD PRIDE 
Law, Torero Programming Board and 
Rainbow Educators. 
Senior Joseph Rocha, president 
of PRIDE, organized and emceed 
the reception, which was cleverly 
titled Coffee with Milk. "The event 
far surpassed my hopes and dreams," 
Rocha said. "Stuart Milk shared 
inspiring and moving stories of a very 
human and private Harvey Milk. The 
dynamic of the event, much more like 
a conversation among friends [than a 
formal lecture], was a success." 
Many influential figures from 
the San Diego community were 
in attendance, including Human 
Relations Commission Chair Bruce 
Abrams, City Commissioner Nicole 
Murray Ramirez, gay rights advocate 
and daughter of the San Diego Mayor 
Lisa Sanders and the first openly gay 
District Attorney in the U.S., San 
Diego DA Bonnie Dumanis. 
The discussion centered on 
Milk's relationship with his uncle and 
the harrowing steps made to promote 
gay rights in the '60s up through 
today. Milk began by describing the 
harsh conditions that his uncle faced 
as the first openly gay man running 
for office in the '60s. 
Harvey Milk was said to have 
had little hesitancy about voicing 
his sexuality and little fear of facing 
the discrimination toward the gay 
community. "Change has only 
occurred through great risks," Milk 
said, "[because] movements toward 
equality harbor hate." 
Milk went on to say that it has 
been through the historic efforts of 
individuals like Martin Luther King 
Jr. and John F. Kennedy that the U.S. 
has seen improvement in civil rights, 
although these often came at the price 
of martyrdom. "Harvey's light leaving 





By Jen Gabrielli 
Most people don't intentionally 
hurl themselve^s at stationary objects, 
and especially not to make a living. 
Ryan Doyle, 26, would argue that 
most people also don't use their 
bodies to their full potential. Doyle, a 
Red Bull-sponsored parkour athlete, 
spends his days bounding from wall 
to wall like a bullet in ricochet. 
According to The New York 
Times, parkour developed in France 
in the late 1980s as a method of 
enhancing mental and physical 
performance to master movements. 
The philosophy behind parkour unites 
the mind and body to work together in 
harmony. 
"[It's about] being efficient," 
Doyle said, "and using what you have. 
Getting from point A to point B in the 
most efficient way possible." 
How does one grow up to develop 
a career in which you drop 14 feet to 
See PARKOUR, Page 4 
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Red Bull parkour athelete Ryan Doyle shows 
off his talents behind the IPJ to a group of 
students on Feb. 24. 
For once, USD's campus 
promotes a "Food Fight' 
By Bianca Bruno 
USD has come one step closer to 
being a truly sustainable institution 
by supporting local farms and agri­
businesses that help provide the 
healthiest, freshest dining options for 
students. In true "Be Blue, Go Green" 
fashion, USD Dining Services, 
along with the USD Sustainability 
Task Force and the Hahn School of 
Nursing and Health Science, held a 
screening and panel discussion of the 
documentary "Food Fight" on Feb. 22 
in the IPJ Theatre. 
Before the film was shown, there 
was complimentary food sampling 
partnered with multiple exhibits all 
tied to food culture in San Diego. 
Hillary Noyes, Urban San Diego 
Chapter Education Chair, was pleased 
to see that USD was making an effort 
to expose college students to the many 
food choices that are available. She 
challenged students to think about the 
potential positive or negative effects 
those choices can have on the planet. 
"It's important for anybody," 
Noyes said, "but especially for people 
in college who are going out on their 
own and making their own food 
choices for the first time." 
There were many local 
organizations represented at the 
exhibition before the screening of 
"Food Fight," including Slow Food 
Urban San Diego, a chapter of the 
international Slow Food organization, 
which began in Italy to protest 
the installation of American chain 
restaurants. 
Although the event was free for 
students, many of the attendees were 
non-USD members of the San Diego 
community. Attendee Vaughn Vargas, 
executive chef for UCSD Housing, 
Dining and Hospitality, likes to be 
up-to-date on what other food service 
programs at local colleges are doing. 
He said that food is a relevant topic 
that is popular in public discourse 
because of the fact that everyone 
needs to eat. "Food is worldwide 
and there's a lot of interest in what's 
available," Vargas said. 
He continued to say that UCSD 
works alongside USD Dining 
Services, as well as the Food Services 
Department at San Diego State 
University, to "keep our fingers on the 
pulse of the culinary community." 
Just as USD has made 
a commitment to reduce its 
environmental footprint through the 
elimination of food trays in the Student 
Life Pavilion and the installation of 
solar panels, UCSD works with the 
See FIGHT, Page 2 
Alexandra Safran/TheVista 
Senior Helen Fowler browses the selection of peppers at the outdoor market in front of 
the IPJ before the screening of "Food Fight" onTuesday, Feb. 24. 
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USD hosts night of hands-on food education 
FIGHT, continued from Front Page 
city to compost all of their pre-consumer 
waste and they participate in "Meatless 
Mondays." 
The documentary was shown to 
a packed audience in the IPJ Theatre. 
"Food Fight: A Story of Culinary 
Revolt," directed by Chris Taylor, has 
won numerous awards and been shown 
at film festivals worldwide. 
A press release from USD highlights 
the importance of the film: '"Food Fight' 
is a fascinating look at how American 
agricultural policy and food culture 
developed in the 20th century and how 
the California food movement has 
created a counter-revolution against big 
agri-business." 
The documentary highlighted the 
significance of the Berkeley farm-to-
table restaurant Chez Panisse and the 
impact that owner Alice Waters has had 
on the local food movement. 
The panel discussion afterward 
was comprised of Taylor, Associate 
Professor in the Hahn School of Nursing 
Kathy James, U.S. Foodservice Director 
of Regulatory Compliance Gregory 
Pallaske, U.S. Foodservice Division 
President Jason Paloni, author of "Recipe 
for a New America" Jill Richardson, 
Chef-instructor for the Culinary Institute 
of America at Greystone Bill Briwa and 
USD graduate and owner of The Linkery 
Restaurant Jay Porter. 
There were questions posed to 
each panelist based on 
their involvement with 
the local food movement, 
and, afterward, audience 
members were invited to 
ask them questions one-on-
one. The panelists addressed 
controversial legislation that 
has led to the current health 
crisis and expressed general 
agreement with the idea 
that a renewed commitment 
to healthy eating will be 
what reverses the American 
health crisis. "Preventative 
eating," Richardson said, "is 
going to be the cornerstone 
of an affordable health care 
system." 
TOP RIGHT: Local organic food providers supplied dozens of fresh-from-fhe-vine items for display and consumption. ABOVE RIGHT: "Food Fight" patrons indulge in the many selections from the free buffet, 
ABOVE LEFT: Sophomore Megan Irvine checks out a food catalogue promoting healthy choices outside the IPJ on Feb. 22. 
Safrkh/Tn 
A missed golden 
opportunity 
By Bernadette Smith 
Developing countries throughout 
the world are missing out on a golden 
opportunity. Golden rice, a genetically 
modified crop, was created in 1999 with 
the intention of alleviating vitamin A 
deficiency in malnourished populations, 
but 12 years later, it has yet to reach 
these people. 
Golden rice has hit many roadblocks 
on its way into the soil. Its creators 
originally modified rice to produce seeds 
high in beta carotene. The plan was to 
then ship the pro-vitamin A rice off to 
farmers in Asian and African populations 
for growing. 
The World Health Organization 
reports that a critical level of people 
suffer from vitamin A deficiency in 
central Africa, India and China. In its 
early stages, the deficiency becomes 
apparent through problems with night 
vision. If an individual lacks proper beta 
carotene levels for several months in a 
row, the deficiency can lead to blindness 
and, in some cases, death. WHO 
estimates that somewhere between 
250,000 and 500,000 children go blind 
every year. 
So, why is it that golden rice can't 
reach these populations that desperately 
need it? The economic climate of patents 
for genetically modified foods is partly 
to blame, along with the negative 
crusade efforts of global environmental 
organizations like Greenpeace. 
Big seed companies are responsible 
for controlling a vast majority of the 
genetically modified crop market, 
largely because they are the suppliers 
of the crops' origins. The big four of 
the genetically modified market (corn, 
soy, canola and cotton) are essentially 
"owned" by the seed companies, and it 
is either illegal or impossible for farmers 
to obtain seeds otherwise. For example, 
some companies have gone so far as 
to genetically modify crops to become 
sterile. This means that the plants 
grown from those seeds are incapable of 
reproducing at all. 
Similarly, shortly after the golden 
rice team announced the completion 
of their project, Greenpeace made it a 
priority to oppose the new crop. They 
reasoned that golden rice is ineffective 
because consumers would have to eat 
far too many servings of the rice for 
the uptake of the beta carotene to be 
effective. They also claimed that there are 
better ways of alleviating the vitamin A 
deficiency problem than through golden 
rice. Well, if there are so many options 
that are better or more effective, then 
why isn't anybody implementing them? 
In a world that is more than capable of 
feeding everyone's nutritional needs, 
why are so many still left to suffer? 
Golden rice creator Ingo Potrykus 
has been an avid promoter and 
advocater of the benefits of golden 
rice. He has written several articles on 
the benefits of the crop, as well as the 
global responsibility of environmental 
organizations. He also scheduled a 
conference with the Vatican a few years 
ago to seek help in distributing golden 
rice to populations most in need. So far, 
nothing has worked. 
Optimistic estimates put golden 
rice in the hands of developing countries 
sometime in 2012, after the crop could 
potentially clear legal and economic 
hang-ups. Yet, Greenpeace just isn't 
having it. According to an April 2008 
article in Science Magazine, Potrykus 
puts the criticism in perspective. 
"The first golden rice was just a 
proof of principle," the article reads. 
"Greenpeace might as well have blamed 
the Wright brothers for not building a 
transatlantic airplane." 
No project is ever going to be 
perfect the first time around, and recent 
developments have proven this maxim 
correct. Subsequent modifications to 
golden rice have increased its production 
of beta carotene. My hope is that the 
crop will stop receiving such proverbial 
persecution from profit-hungry 
organizations and will be able to reach 
the people it was intended for in the first 
place. 
National activist draws big crowd 
MILK, continued from Front Page 
this world was so profound," Milk 
said, "that [we all] got to see life in a 
different way." 
Milk explained that the future of 
his uncle's legacy has been bestowed 
upon the future leaders of today. In a 
conversation Milk had with Desmond 
Tutu, a world-renowned South African 
activist, Tutu told him, "You must do 
more! Harvey's legacy must continue, 
because there is no other group that is 
discriminated against in every walk of 
life." 
To further the steps toward 
equality, nationally and worldwide, 
Milk co-founded the Harvey Milk 
Foundation in 2009, which encourages 
increased awareness of the LGBT 
community and advocates for basic 
human rights. The organization is said 
to provide hope for the equality of 
all individuals who are discriminated 
against, whether it is because of 
race, religion, ethnicity or sexual 
orientation. 
On a local level, it can be said that 
monumental steps have been taken, 
simply by presenting this discussion 
at USD, a university of strong 
Catholic values. Milk touched on 
one of USD's very own core values, 
community, which is characterized by 
offering a welcoming and inclusive 
environment. 
"The commemoration at USD, 
a Catholic university," Milk said, "is 
a milestone for allowing people to 
become authentic and to show who 
they are." 
A pleasant surprise came when 
Abrams presented PRIDE with a 
Special Commendation for planning 
the event. "With this event, USD 
PRIDE accomplished its goal to 
promote human dignity, diversity and 
inclusion in local communities and 
across the globe," Rocha said. "In 
fact, the chairman of the San Diego 
Human Relations Commission, Bruce 
Abrams, awarded PRIDE a Special 
Commendation that reads, 'On behalf 
of the City of San Diego it is an honor 
and pleasure to acknowledge the 
dedication of the USD PRIDE group 
in presenting an outstanding event 
honoring the legacy of Harvey Milk 
and the international human rights 
work of Stuart Milk.'" 
Students who attended the 
talk were impressed by Milk's 
straightforwardness and by the power 
of his uncle's story. "The presentation 
was inspirational and refreshing 
to hear a gay man speak about his 
history," junior Julieta Barrios said. 
"It definitely made me realize how 
much USD is missing, but at the same 
time it looked like USD really wants 
to have more diversity among its guest 
speakers. Overall, 1 thought it was 
tasteful, unique, brave, out of the box 
and the start of the LGBT community 
making a mark on USD." 
Milk finished the discussion 
with a word on the success of his, 
and the LGBT community's, desire 
for worldwide equality. He said he 
wishes to continue his uncle's legacy, 
because it was through his uncle that 
he learned an important lesson: "our 
differences are our greatest strength." 
Phoebe Gurrola/Tbe Vista  
Activist Stuart Milk (left) and PRIDE president Joseph Rocha (right) take a break after the gay rights discussion in the IPJ on peb  24. 
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USD Egypt expert 
says Mid East could 
see more upheaval 
NEWS 3 
PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT 
February 21 - February 26 _____ 
February 21, 2011 
Location: WARREN HALL 
At 3:19 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of a 
petty theft. Upon investigation, it was determined that a 
student's law school text book was taken from a cubby 
hole outside of the first floor women's restroom on Feb. 
16 at 10 a.m. 
February 22, 2011 
Location: ALCALA PARKWAY/, 
At 2:09 p.m. Public Safety 
hit and run. Upon inve 
an unknown persou 
door of an employee! 
a.m. and 2:05 pj; 
February 
Location: 
At 11:59 p.r 
driver's side] 
was not presl 
was found in plain view; 
February 25, 2011 
Location: LAGUNA 
At 12:38 a.m. Public Safety responded to a noise 
complaint. DtfFfng the investigate 
studentsAtfere cited for both Mir 
alnohouaid possession of mariii 
February 25, 2011 
Location: LOMA HALL 
a.m. Public Safety responded to a report of 
JJpon investigation, it was determined that 
, an unkndwrrperson spray-painted graffiti on the stairway 
th^t leadsVto fl^e USD campus from Linda Vista Road, 
ntenan&e hi 





l a . m j  
pettyJb^^ipon ir 
student noticed his 
his possibly 
fatnogf^^H 




At 9:29 p.m. Pul 
jrttexicated stui 
\Jets evaluated 
Srself. The studill 
' ;< ' % > 
1 m 
JROADS 
tonded to a report of an 
instigation, the student 
fined to be unable to care for 
Voluntarily transported to detox. 
3 owner of the vehicle 
vestigation, marijuana 
he middle vehicle's center 
February 25, 
Location: UNIVEI 
At 9:57 a.m. Public Safe 
ENTER 
ssponded to a report of an 
console. The owner of the vehicle eventually returned, 
was identified as a USD student and cited for possession 
of marijuana. 
^^^^&ran<|e. Upon investigation, it was determined 
that a disgruntled former student used ethnically 
derogatory language towards a USD employee. 
i r u a r y ^ ,  2 0 1 1  
Location: MISSIONS CROSSROADS 
At 9:50 p.m. Public Safety responded to a report of an 
intoxicated student. Upon investigation, the student 
was evaluated and determined to be unable to care 
for himself. The student was voluntarily transported 
to detox, however, due to uncooperative behavior, the 
student was subsequently rejected from detox and 
taken into custody by SDPD. 
Alexandra Safran/TheVista  
ABOVE: A panel of current USD students address prospective freshmrn on Feb. 25 at the ME@USD two-day program. 
BELOW:Two students take a break from hosting high school seniors to celebrate diversity on campus. 
ME@USD bolsters student diversity 
By Steven Menduke 
One of USD's own has found 
himself in the midst of the national 
discussion about Egypt. Dr. Avi 
Spiegel, professor of political science 
and international relations, has an 
immense amotfht of experience in 
Middle Eastern relations, having 
studied Middle Eastern politics at 
Oxford and having recently completed 
a book on Islamic Politics. After being 
at USD for only one month, Spiegel 
has found himself in the center of a 
whirlwind of questions about Egypt, 
and has made numerous contributions 
to the national media discussion of 
Egyptian politics. 
Spiegel spent time living in 
Egypt, and while there he spent a 
great deal of time interviewing young 
political activists in the Middle East. 
He listened to their concerns about 
the ongoing political stagnation in 
their own countries, as well as their 
frustrations at the lack of economic 
opportunities. 
According to The New York Times, 
after an estimated 350 lives were lost 
during the protests in Egypt this past 
month and after President Mubarak's 
much-anticipated resignation, the 
celebrations in Egypt were electrifying, 
as people proclaimed, "Egypt is free!" 
The question many scholars and 
government officials have now is what 
will the current military-controlled 
Egypt do with its fresh start? 
"The revolutions in Egypt and 
Tunisia are not over," Spiegel said. 
"Their endings have yet to be written. 
We still really don't yet know what the 
future will hold for any of the countries 
in the region. We are only two months 
into 2011 and we are already averaging 
one deposed authoritarian leader per 
month." 
Now working and living in the 
United States, Spiegel says he keeps 
in close contact with friends and 
colleagues in the Middle East and 
North Africa, and therefore has been 
able to maintain a clear understanding 
about the goings on of the region. 
This is, perhaps, the reason that he 
has become so popular among media 
outlets since the Egyptian revolution 
began. 
"It was such a privilege that I 
was able to spend so much time in the 
Middle East," Spiegel said, "and I see 
it as my duty to share my experiences 
with audiences here at home. 
These are issues - political reform, 
democratization, human rights - that I 
think about and work on all the time, 
not just in the classroom." 
According to NPR.org, young 
people throughout Egypt who 
successfully forced Mubarak to step 
down are now meeting with ope 
another to enact some measurable 
results from their work during the 
protests. Youth movements all over 
Egypt are now using the Internet, 
mainly blogging sites and Facebook, 
to meet with one another and form 
a preliminary outline for the new 
government. Still, the absence of any 
political freedom for the majority of 
these young people has limited their 
capacity to come up with a design that 
resembles democracy. 
Egypt now has a chance to become 
a functioning democracy that can offer 
political and social change to a people 
who have been suppressed for decades. 
According to Spiegel, the people of 
Egypt, mainly the young scholars who 
sparked the protests and eventually the 
revolution, need to capitalize on this 
situation and work toward creating 
something good out of it. A peaceful 
Egypt is clearly the ideal situation, but 
if that peace is achieved, the rest of the 
world, the U.S. in particular, cannot 
forget that the Middle East could 
possibly see more violent revolutions 
occur. 
According to The San Francisco 
Chronicle, there have been recent 
talks about the Muslim Brotherhood 
running for parliament in Egypt. The 
Brotherhood was banned from political 
leadership during Mubarak's rule, yet 
held 20 percent of the parliamentary 
seats prior to the highly controversial 
November election involving 
Mubarak's party. The prospect of Egypt 
being run by the Brotherhood is very 
interesting, reported The Chronicle, 
especially with the news that the 
military abolished the constitution, 
which could quite possibly mean that 
Islam will no longer be the national 
religion. 
"It may be that the story of 2011 
will be not how quickly leaders were 
toppled," Spiegel said, "but rather how 
long it took for institutions to be built, 
for political parties to be formed and 
for civil society to emerge. Democracy 
is hard work. 1 just hope that we don't 
forget about the Middle East after 
all the excitement of the revolutions 
begins to wane. I do know that we are 
watching history being made." 
ME, continued from Front Page 
Inclusion and Diversity for some extra 
aid in helping the participants feel more 
comfortable. English professor and 
director of the CID Dr. Carlton Floyd 
was selected to deliver the keynote 
speech during the student dinner. 
Floyd discussed how the CID 
came into existence and the purpose it 
serves, why the CID is important for 
all students and what the value of a 
USD education can be for multicultural 
students. According to Davidson, the 
ME@USD coordinators approached 
the CID because it specializes in 
helping underrepresented students 
make a smooth transition to USD. 
A big part of ME@USD's 
success stemmed from the help and 
involvement of current undergraduates. 
One of the student hosts, sophomore 
Fernando Masias, talked about why 
ME@USD is a unique campus asset. 
"I feel like USD is a great school 
and it offers so much in ways of job 
opportunities and networking," Masias 
said. "Some of these kids just don't 
see that until they get into USD, but 
bringing in up-and-coming students 
from different backgrounds can 
really help them adjust. USD can be 
an intimidating environment and if 
you don't know the people, getting 
introduced to students, faculty and 
staff is a great way to eliminate that 
fear." 
Masias' dedication to ME@USD 
became evident when he helped the 
program get out of a tight crunch. He 
enlisted six replacement hosts in a 
matter of minutes after a few of the pre-
registered hosts cancelled last minute. 
Masias helped achieve a main 
goal of the ME@USD program, which 
is to let incoming, underrepresented 
students know that there are a lot 
of people ready to help them make 
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"Running" is free at USD 
PARKOUR, continued from Front Page 
the ground, roll through your fall and fly off onto a 
ledge? "I grew up watching a lot of Jackie Chan," 
Doyle said. "I don't remember not doing it. I was 
one of those kids who got into movement really 
early." 
Doyle was the United Kingdom's Martial 
Arts Tricking champion in 2006, 2007, 2009 and 
2010. His first paying job came as a stuntman for 
Spiderman at the age of 18. "There was a gap 
in the market," he said, referring to the stretch 
between the Jackie Chan martial arts moves Doyle 
grew up practicing and the Spiderman stunts he 
performed. 
With the help of Red Bull, Doyle extended 
his parkour fan base by performing at USD. He 
came to campus last Thursday and showed off 
his tricks at the Student Life Pavilion, making his 
way across campus to the Joan B. Kroc Institute 
for Peace and Justice. 
Several onlookers said that at first Doyle's 
tricks looked like a scene from a martial arts 
movie, and they were not impressed. "I can do 
that, too," junior Bryce Carr said. 
Then, Doyle used the steps outside the SLP 
like a jungle gym, bouncing from level to level, 
using the railing to do flips. One particularly 
impressive move, according to junior Drew 
Howard, was a sideways flip in which he landed 
in the perfect position to tie his shoelace, as if he 
had noticed it was untied on his morning stroll. 
"He's like a Jedi knight," Howard said. 
Doyle drew a crowd of spectators for his 
performances, including students, faculty, staff 
and even a group of prospective students and 
parents as they toured the IPJ. 
The Liverpool, U.K., native has been 
parkouring for eight years, the last three of which 
have been sponsored by Red Bull. He scored the 
sponsorship after winning the 2007 Red Bull 
Art of Motion free running competition. He was 
named as the favorite to win the competition, 
which he says bolstered his performance, but also 
led him to snap both his tibia and fibula while 
doing a double-cork spin move. 
Doyle has plenty of war stories from stunts 
gone wrong. "I'm full of them," he said. "I go 
through several toes a year," in addition to a 
cracked chest plate and broken leg. 
He pulled down his sweatpants to reveal a 
large bruise on his left thigh that resembled a map 
of the world, which he got a few weeks ago when 
he was free running in Mexico. In the middle of 
a flip, his foot caught a tree branch, stopping his 
rotation and causing him to fall. "The funny thing 
is," Doyle said, "I had no idea where it came from. 
All of a sudden it was just there." 
Doyle said he specifically calculates all of his 
jumps to avoid accidents as much as possible. He 
paces out each move in his mind, making note of 
his foot patterns and counting the number of steps 
needed. "Everything is mental geometry," he said. 
"I practice aim and trying to land on the line." 
To demonstrate his technique, he performed 
a full back flip in the air and landed directly on a 
crack in the sidewalk. 
"[Figure] out where you are upside down," 
he instructed. "When you get familiar with which 
way is up, you can land straight." 
He said his only fear used to be of railings, 
because he had problems with his vision and could 
not see them while performing. His sight was 
recently corrected with laser eye surgery, though, 
which helped him to land a jump onto a Maher 
stair railing, facing a surprised USD student three 
feet away. 
Doyle is very optimistic about the future of 
parkour and knows that kids look up to him. "We 
[current parkour athletes] come from martial arts, 
break dancing and gymnastics backgrounds," he 
said. "But kids with this as a background will 
take it to the next level. As long as we don't limit 
ourselves, there is a future." 
He encourages people to be more active and 
think more efficiently, hoping others will follow 
in his footsteps. "I'm sure when you were a kid 
you used to climb trees," he said. "So ask yourself, 
when did you stop?" 
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TOP: Red Bull parkour athlete Ryan Doyle, 26, performs free running moves outside of the IPJ on Feb. 24. MIDDLE: Doyle shows off his agility by flying over a USD placard. BOTTOM: Doyle bounds across a path next to the 
reflection pool behind the IPJ. 
AS: calling all active students 
Elections for 2011-2012 later this month 
By Nazin Sedehi 
Marian Way is getting ready to 
bust out the buttons and campaign 
signs for the Associated Students 
elections. AS will be opening up 
numerous elected positions to the 
student body for the 2011-2012 
scholastic year. The range includes 
executive positions (president, vice 
president, speaker of the senate) to 
representative positions on behalf 
of the three schools (business, 
engineering and the college of arts 
and sciences). 
AS president Kelsey Chase 
said participating in AS is a great 
way to get involved on campus, 
become knowledgeable about student 
initiatives and issues and work 
hard while earning a stipend. These 
positions are open to all students and 
no prior experience in AS is required. 
"One of the beauties of public 
office," Chase said, "not just at USD, 
but at the local, state and national 
levels, is that everyone from music 
to art history to math majors are 
involved. The spread is as broad 
as you can think. We welcome and 
accept all different students to parallel 
the vast array of issues and concerns 
on campus." 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Senator Julian Manos was concerned 
about the lack of available printing 
stations in the Shiley Center for 
Science and Technology. When he 
joined AS, he brought the issue to the 
senate, and now they are working to 
find a solution. 
AS Vice President Zach Flati 
said Manos is a perfect example of 
why AS benefits from a diverse range 
of student representation. "AS is a 
unique opportunity for people of all 
areas of campus to come together," 
Flati said, "and become involved for 
something they care about." 
AS Director of Elections Lauryn 
Wells is working hard to attract as 
many students as possible to run in 
the upcoming election. "I'd like to 
see a diverse representation of our 
student body in the Senate," Wells 
said. "I'd like to see the senate be a 
mirror image of the student body, but 
on a smaller scale. Then, maybe all 
of the issues would be brought to the 
Senate directly through its members, 
rather than senators going out and 
having to search for them." 
In his experience, Flati said that 
students in AS find their leadership 
roles very rewarding on multiple 
levels. "If there is a cause you care 
about," Flati said, "this is your chance 
to get involved and change things. 
You have the opportunity to meet 
other go-getters and administrators, 
and you get to see change in your 
time here at USD." 
According to Flati, participating 
in AS helps students foster personal 
growth and development outside 
of the classroom. "I have learned a 
tremendous amount from working 
with upper-level administration 
members and from being an affiliate of 
a 48-member government structure," 
Flati said. "I've also learned to think 
critically and put myself in the shoes 
of my fellow 5,300 students, who are 
5,300 different people." 
Wells also explained that AS 
wants to encourage non-elected 
position student involvement, because 
it is the student feedback that keeps 
AS effective and goal-oriented. 
"There are people on campus 
who care about student issues, but 
don't know how to express their 
concerns," Wells said. "I'd like to 
see more of those people coming out. 
Even if they're not running for an 
elected position, they could be voting, 
interacting with their senators and 
talking to senate." 
According to speaker of the senate 
Diana Rodriguez-Agiss, the elections 
process is not nearly as intimidating as 
it may seem. "It's important to move 
out of your comfort zone," Speaker 
of the Senate Diana Rodriguez Agiss 
said. "I think a lot of people are afraid 
of not winning, but there's nothing to 
lose. Running and not winning should 
be the least of your worries." 
Students interested in running are 
required to attend an informational 
session. "The sessions are a good 
opportunity to ask questions about 
elected positions, about involvement 
in AS or campus involvement in 
general," Wells said. "By showing 
up, you're not signing some sort of 
contract to run. The meetings offer 
information about the process and 
give students a chance to take that 
first step and see what it's all about. 
I would encourage everyone to come 
and see what it's like." 
The last three sessions will 
take place on March 8 from 12:15 
p.m. to 1 p.m. in the SLP Courtyard 
(third floor), March 9 from 6 p.m. 
to 7 p.m. in SLP 316 and March 10 
from 12:15 p.m. to 1 p.m. in SLP 
316. Applications aye due March 11 
and elections will take place later 
this month. More information about 
the open positions and election 
process can be found at sandiego.edu/ 
associatedstudents/apply. 
Senior Legacy gives 
gift of scholarship 
By Chelsea Robinson 
Every graduating senior class has 
something to give, whether it is advice 
or something more tangible. The class of 
2011 can help other students realize their 
dreams of higher education by donating 
to the Senior Class Legacy Scholarship 
Fund. The goal is to have 275 seniors, or 
25 percent of the class, make a gift to the 
fund. By donating $20.11 to the fund, a 
senior at USD will be making a donation 
toward a scholarship that will benefit an 
incoming freshman. 
Three graduating seniors, Sam 
Attisha, David Reiling and Kerry 
O'Heany, established the program 
in 1989. Since the program began, 
more than $400,000 has been raised 
by graduating seniors and over 300 
separate scholarships have been given to 
USD students. 
"It is more than just a chance for 
the senior class to actively play a role in 
students' lives," said Annie Parr, 2011 
Senior Class Legacy Chair. "It helps to 
shape the face of USD." 
By leaving an impact on potential 
students, they are also leaving a lasting 
impact on the university. Scholarships 
are given to incoming freshmen based 
on financial need and high school 
involvement. All of the money that the 
scholarship fund raises goes directly 
to the freshman recipient. Several 
important factors drive this fund: the 
involvement of the seqjor class, the 
cooperation of the Senior Class Legacy 
Board and student will. The board said 
the goal is to educate current students on 
the importance of giving back. 
The Alumni Association website 
explains that the Senior Class Legacy 
aims to address a widespread student 
problem - the need for financial aid. 
The website states that 70 percent of 
USD students receive financial support 
for their education. A link on the site 
allows seniors to make a donation 
electronically. 
The Senior Class Legacy is 
promoting a new donation option, 
where students pledge $20.11 for the 
incoming class of 2015, and then pledge 
the same amount for the next three years 
to mimic the average number of years 
students spend at USD. "This way," 
Parr said, "the class of 2015 will receive 
a scholarship every year - just like the 
class of 2007 did for us!" Donations 
of smaller or larger amounts are also 
accepted. 
So what does donating to the 
Fund guarantee a senior, other than 
the satisfaction of doing something 
philanthropic? For one, a gift contributes 
to a 20-year tradition. Additionally, 
the Senior Class Legacy board will be 
hosting a "Senior Night" at Sandbar on 
Thursday, March 31 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. This will recognize the donors and 
give seniors the opportunity to celebrate 
their final days before graduation. 
Appetizers will be complimentary. 
According to Parr, contact with 
alumni is an important factor in the 
collegiate sphere. "It is an opportunity for 
current USD students to give future USD 
students the same experiences that they 
had," Parr said. "I think it is important 
for seniors to leave their legacy because 
being an active alumnus will only help 
you further in life. Networking is such a 
beautiful thing because it opens so many 
doors and opportunity." 
To make a donation, seniors can 
fill out a Senior Class Legacy card and 
make donations by check, or they can 
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Nika Water teams up with SIBC to alleviate poverty 
By Andrew Daou 
In the African language of Zulu, 
"nika" means "to give." San Diego-
based Nika Water embodies this ideal 
with a business model that gives 100 
percent of its profits to furthering clean 
water projects in poverty-stricken 
countries. Nika Water recognized that 
clean, sanitized water is hard to come 
by in some parts of the world, and 
their company is dedicated to a call for 
action. ' 
Over two million people will die 
this year from unsafe drinking water, 
90 percent of those are children under 
the age of five. This translates to 
roughly 4,500 deaths per day. 
That statistic and a 2007 trip 
to Kenya motivated San Diego 
businessmen Jeff Church and Mike 
Stone, who met at Harvard Business 
School, to launch Nika Water. 
Established in 2009, Nika Water is a 
social enterprise organization, meaning 
the organization's purpose is beyond 
profitability and value. Their strategy is 
to ensure that developing, Third World 
countries like Uganda and Nicaragua 
have access to clean water, sanitation 
and education through a variety of 
water sanitation projects. 
Church and Stone have already 
committed $350,000 to finance 
projects in Kenya, Uganda, Sri Lanka 
and Nicaragua, working mostly with 
non-governmental organizations like 
Free the Children and Project Concern 
International. 
Nika Water created a Campus Rep 
Program where students across the 
country can connect with Nika Water 
to start their own campus programs 
to support the company and build 
awareness of the global water crisis. 
Nika Water is actively involved in the 
Southern California community and has 
already established relationships with 
San Diego State University and USD's 
Center for Peace and Commerce. 
The CPC is a collaborative effort 
between USD's School of Business 
Administration and the Joan B. Kroc 
School of Peace Studies. Their mission 
is to prepare new generations of 
sustainable and innovative thinkers. 
Supported by the CPC, USD's 
Student International Business Council 
has teamed up with Nika Water to 
further its inspiring cause. 
SIBC is a collective group of 
undergraduate students who work on 
projects that coincide with their vision 
of "peace through commerce." 
Some of their other projects 
include Guayaki Organic Yerba Mate, 
which offers an organic, fair-trade 
product with sustainability in mind. 
They also work with The Bullpen 
Foundation, which contributes to the 
educational opportunities of baseball 
players in Dominican Baseball 
academies in addition to providing 
financial advising. 
Andrew O'Such, vice president of 
SIBC, is the Nika Water team project 
leader. "In working with Nika Water," 
he said, "we gather a team of 15 
students that market and promote Nika 
Water through showings and demos at 
targeted markets, such as Wholefood's 
and Henry's organic grocery stores." 
Jessica Dey, who helps organize 
their student showings, believes in the 
overarching team vision. "We are a 
step above a campus rep program," she 
said. "We have a whole group dedicated 
to marketing and promoting free water 
at Whole Foods and Henry's, and the 
chief purpose is to profit the people, and 
change the world. Our motto is 'peace 
through commerce,' and working with 
Nika Water will actualize that goal." 
Despite the group's spirited 
efforts, SIBC has run into issues 
marketing the product at USD. USD 
has a contractual obligation with Coca-
Cola, so there cannot be any Nika 
Water advertisements on campus. The 
group was not allowed to set up a tent 
outside of Tu Mercado and inform 
people about Nika Water's mission. 
The company is only allowed to sell 
Nika Water inside Tu Mercado, and it 
cannot sell it anywhere else on campus. 
Coca-Cola even got involved when 
Nika Water co-founder and CEO Jeff 
Church came to speak at USD. He had 
to request permission to drink and hold 
a bottle of Nika Water while he was 
speaking. 
However, O'Such believes Nika 
Water has the competitive advantage 
over others in the market. "What's 
so unique with Nika Water," he said, 
"is that it's all about the triple bottom 
line of people, profits and planet. Nika 
Water runs through the SIBC and only 
works with organizations that purpose 
themselves on those objectives. So, in 
effect, we are not only endorsing Nika 
Water, but SIBC's values of peace 
through commerce." 
Not only is Nika Water 100 
percent nonprofit, but it also actively 
works towards helping people living 
Lindsey Weintraub/The Vista 
ABOVE: Nika project team member Jessica Dey wears aT-shirt with artwork by Stephen Bennett, who is also the artist for the bottles. 
BELOW: A Nika water bottle shows Nika's slogan, "Helping the world never tasted so good!" 
in Third World countries through 
different projects aimed at increasing 
the quality of life. When women and 
children in developing countries have 
to walk miles every day to bring home 
contaminated water, it perpetuates 
the cycle of poverty, as education 
and economic growth are put to the 
wayside. 
Nika is working with Free the 
Children to finance the "Adopt a 
Village" project in Kenya. As part of 
this project, they are financing the cost 
of building a school that will welcome 
up to 500 children. They are also 
funding a microti nance organization 
for the women of the village. In this 
village and many others, young girls 
are unable to attend school because 
they must go on daily water walks to get 
water for their family. Nika provided 
a solution to this problem, allowing 
the girls to attend school by installing 
water catchment systems that collect 
rainwater on rooftops, which then pipe 
the water to a rainwater storage tank. 
The girls get the opportunity to go to 
school and are provided with clean 
water to take home to their families at 
the end of the school day. 
In addition to their global efforts 
to relieve poverty, Nika Water also 
focuses on how they can better the 
planet environmentally. Nika Water is 
a certified carbon-free company, which 
means that Nika Water offsets 100 
percent of its carbon emissions from 
operations by financing a reforestation 
project in Nicaragua. Newly planted 
trees absorb the carbon dioxide directly 
from the air. 
In addition, future bottles of 
Nika Water will be made out of 100 
percent recycled PET (polyethylene 
terephthalate) plastic, which is more 
lightweight, shatter resistant and 
sustainable. PET plastic can also be 
turned into consumer products, such as 
carpet, jackets and T-shirts. 
Nika Water provides the 
opportunity to raise awareness and 
alleviate the effects of the global water 
crisis by giving people a chance to 
make a valued difference. Their water 
process allows less than 20 parts 
per million of contaminents, placing 
Nika Water in the top 10 percent of 
tested waters in the United States. 
This purification process makes for a 
consistently good taste, translating into 
their motto, "Helping the world never 
tasted so good!" Lindsey Weintraub/The Vista 
The power of the 
human mind 
Professor Hunsaker: passionate 
about teaching and writing books 
USD professor of management shares insights 
By Lindsey Weintraub 
In my social ethics class, we have 
learned about multiple moral theories 
and discussed their application to a 
variety of issues. Even though I usually 
have opinions about these controversial 
issues, my classmates' different 
viewpoints always broadensmy 
perspective. 
It's amazing how when we work 
together to brainstorm issues, people 
illuminate different sides of an issue 
we may never have seen on our 
own. It's humbling to see how your 
perspective may be limited, or even 
how a conviction can be erroneous. It's 
liberating to allow yourself to change 
your mind. But the general conclusion 
I've come to about these moral 
theories is that, in the end, none are 
perfect or can satisfy every one's needs 
simultaneously. You could sit there and 
say, "Well it seems like these problems 
will never be totally eradicated. It's 
hopeless." 
But I often see it as a reminder of 
how big and complex our world is. If 
these problems were easy to solve, they 
wouldn't be controversial. If sacrifices 
weren't necessary to achieve good, 
everyone would be in favor of moving 
toward good. What do we do about 
the millions of people on this earth 
who suffer every day? How much of 
our wealth do we give up to help the 
lives of others before we compromise 
our own well-being? How do we help 
the people in society who seem to have 
slipped through the cracks? If there 
weren't huge amounts of gray matter, 
we would have wrapped up these 
issues, tied them with a bow and been 
on our merry ways. 
Instead of seeing it as depressing, 
I see it as invigorating. Despite 
technology moving at light speed 
these days, the puzzle isn't complete. 
There's a great deal of potential for us 
as individuals to make a difference. 
We are capable of being catalysts for 
change. There's so much opportunity 
to put your trademark on the world 
and to bring solutions to the table. The 
human mind, and all of its capabilities, 
is beautiful. 
We are so capable, though, that we 
have created a supercomputer to rival 
human intellect. IBM's supercomputer, 
named "Watson," recently beat two 
of the most successful contestants 
on "Jeopardy," the television game 
show. It took four years, a team of 25 
scientists and the help of Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and University 
of Massachusetts-Amherst to develop. 
Last week, about 100 people in 
government, science and the nonprofit 
sector met to discuss the possibility of 
using Watson's technology to solve 
complex problems that afflict today's 
global society. This is great! Right? 
Don't get me wrong, anything 
that can help save the world, or get us 
one step closer, is something I'm in 
favor of. By no means am I suggesting 
that we hold back on technology that 
can make even a fraction of people's 
lives better. But if we start handing 
incredibly complex problems over 
to a supercomputer named Watson, 
will it be possible for it/him to truly 
comprehend these issues? 
Will Watson be able to see all the 
different perspectives that humans can? 
Will it/he ever see through the unique 
lens provided by a potpourri of people 
from different backgrounds, feeding 
off of each other and speaking from 
combined experience? Is it possible 
for Watson to be able to understand 
these problems on a human level? Can 
it/he understand these issues without 
knowirtg what loss and pain feel like, 
without knowing the ache of a hungry 
belly, without watching loved ones 
suffer from illness and disease? 
We better be vigilant before we 
encounter a "Smart House" -like 
leader, the helpful hero who turns evil 
dictator. Watson isn't the product of 
Disney's imagination, and thus is not 
subject to the law of Disney movie 
happy endings. 
By Amy Ubovich 
Professor Phil Hunsaker has 
been teaching for over 33 years 
now, still driven by his desire to 
help people and businesses. He has a 
doctorate in organizational behavior, 
social psychology and management. 
Hunsaker currently teaches an 
interpersonal relations class and 
several management classes for 
graduate programs at USD. His wife, 
Johanna, has a doctorate in urban 
education, business administration 
and sociology, and is also a professor 
of management at USD. Together 
they co-authored the book "Managing 
People." When they're not teaching or 
studying organizational behavior, the 
Hunsaker's enjoy fostering pugs. 
Hunsaker is from Los Angeles, 
Calif., and completed his bachelor's 
degree in clinical psychology at San 
Diego State University. "Psychology 
has always been a passion of mine," 
Hunsaker said. 
He worked his way through school 
by working for the post office, picking 
up mail. This is when he first saw USD 
and fell in love with the campus. Dr. 
Hunsaker received a full scholarship 
to the University of the Southern 
California's doctoral program for 
organizational psychology. Choosing 
industrial or clinical psychology was 
a difficult decision. He eventually 
decided to pursue organizational 
psychology to help people be more 
effective in business. 
His first full-time job was during 
his graduate studies at Hughes 
Aircraft Company, developing 
training simulations. Next, Hunsaker 
attended University of Wisconsin, 
where he received a grant from the 
Army to research applied real sciences 
and develop leader assessment 
programs, such as ROTC. Even 
though his experience was rewarding, 
he immediately wanted to return to 
California for the warm and sunny 
weather. Back in Southern California, 
he started working for a national 
consulting firm for all different sizes 
of businesses and corporations. 
Hunsaker also developed a 
passion for writing. His zeal for 
writing has translated into a career as 
an author. He has written 14 books 
about organizational behavior and 
management, and over 100 articles in 
academic and professional journals. 
He writes about interpersonal relations 
and how to recognize, understand and 
utilize relationships in the workforce. 
His most recent book, "Managing 
People," outlines strategies for 
managers, and some of his articles 
are the most widely requested by 
businesses across the nation. 
Even though he is a widely 
printed and noted writer, Hunsaker 
said it was one of the most challenging 
things he has had to accomplish. The 
complexity of writing, publishing and 
creating a piece of literature that's 
separate from its competition is the 
most difficult. 
Hunsaker also said that teaching 
is a challenge all its own. Hunsaker 
began his teaching career as a graduate 
assistant. "Teaching has always been a 
passion of mine," said Hunsaker, "and 
I always knew that's what I wanted to 
do." 
He enjoys both levels of teaching, 
but he prefers to teach younger 
undergraduates. He enjoys his 
undergraduate students because the 
class isn't mandatory. The students 
are more open to Hunsaker's ideas, as 
they have chosen to be there. 
Hunsaker and his students get 
along well because of his great 
sense of humor and lightheadedness. 
Even with mandatory graduate level 
courses, Hunsaker finds creative ways 
to make class fun. For instance, in 
his working in teams class, Hunsaker 
does a sandcastle exercise. He started 
the sandcastle exercise 30 years 
ago in order to teach students about 
leadership roles and how to become 
effective change agents. The students 
compete in a sandcastle contest that is 
judged on beauty, height and stability. 
Hunsaker also has taught at 
the University of Auckland in 
New Zealand, where he was a 
distinguished visiting professor in 
the executive MBA program. He has 
also been a faculty member at Bond 
University in Australia, the University 
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, California 
State Northridge, USC and UC San 
Diego. He also has taught international 
comparative management for the 
Alhers Center for International 
business in Paris, Munich, Buenos 
Aires and Rome. 
Hunsaker has also lent his 
expertise to international organizations 
Coca-Cola, Qualcomm, the Australian 
and New Zealand Institutes of 
Management, Atlantic Richfield, 
General Dynamics, J.I. Case, Mead-
Johnson, American Honda and 
Alyeska Pipeline Company. 
Hunsaker opens up a world of 
business that involves emotions, self-
management and self-awareness. 
Students in his interpersonal relations 
class get the opportunity to explore 
themselves, including discovering 
their personality type, strengths 
and weaknesses. The class is very 
interactive and hands-on, giving 
students the opportunity to learn about 
how they work in a group environment 
and how they work individually. One 
of the main objectives of the class is 
for the students to become self-aware, 
which is the ability to understand 
oneself and how to positively interact 
with other people. This skill is 
extremely important in the business 
world and everyday relationships. 
Hunsaker says the most rewarding 
aspect of his teaching career has been 
making a prominent difference in 
people's lives, especially students. 
He receives a few e-mails and phone 
calls from previous students every 
semester. They thank him for what 
they have learned and share how it 
has helped them in their businesses 
and personal lives. 
An exciting and inventive project 
Hunsaker is currently working on is a 
new book, "Organizational Behavior: 
A Leadership Perspective;" which 
focuses on connecting students. 
The book presents a breakthrough 
in adapting to the ways in which 
the new generation of students is 
connected to technology. The book 
is just one example of Hunsaker's 
strong dedication to connecting with 
his students. 
I 
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Federal government must protect all workers' rights 
By Bianca Bruno 
Apparently, all Republican 
senators in Wisconsin,Ohio and Indiana 
have decided to eliminate the workers 
rights that many Americans fought so 
hard to acquire during the Civil Rights 
Movement and other civilian protests. 
In the past month, the three states have 
simultaneously proposed bills aimed 
at disbanding the collective bargaining 
rights that have been traditionally 
afforded to state workers. 
The states claim that the bills 
will help cut stdte costs, a measure 
that is vital to all three cash-strapped 
states. The states' attack on collective 
bargaining rights has been the harshest 
policy initiative against unionizing 
in recent years. While the three states 
may claim that these cuts are necessary 
and unavoidable, they are choosing to 
eliminate the important rights needed 
in order to provide fair working 
conditions (and the unobstructed right 
to these conditions) to all Americans. 
According to the Christian Science 
Monitor, Wisconsin Governor Scott 
Walker said the only alternative to 
cutting public employee benefits and 
eliminating collective bargaining rights 
would be layoffs. His bill has been 
ill-received by Wisconsin residents, 
as upwards of 70,000 people have 
gathered for protests in the state capitol. 
In the meantime, Democrats in 
the Senate have been holed up beyond 
state lines in order to prevent the 
Republicans from having the quorum 
Photo by markonflre/Fl ickr  CC 
Protestors gathered in front of the Capitol building in Madison, Wis., to fight the elimination of collective bargaining rights. 
necessary to pass the bill. Walker says 
that cutting the collective bargaining 
rights of public employees will 
contribute to cutting the $3.6 billion 
budget gap he is trying to close in the 
next two years. 
What Walker proposed has served 
as an example for other states looking 
for a quick fix solution to the increasing 
mountain of debt piling up. In reality, 
however, the bills proposed in these 
states are more about party politics 
than they are about decreasing state 
debt, and they ultimately take a jab at 
the importance of the right to unionize. 
Critics for both parties have not 
applauded the way President Barack 
Obama and his administration have 
dealt with the ongoing strikes and 
upheaval in regards to the controversy 
surrounding the elimination of 
collective bargaining rights. Although 
Obama did call the ongoing issue an 
"assault on unions" in a television 
interview, many Democrats are upset 
that his administration has not been 
more forthcoming in putting these 
issues to rest. 
During his campaign for 
presidency, one of his platforms that he 
was most adamant about was that of the 
right to unionize. In a 2007 campaign 
speech he gave in Spartanburg, S.C., 
he suggested he would never allow 
collective bargaining rights to come 
under attack during his administration. 
"If American workers are being 
denied their right to organize and 
collectively bargain when I'm in the 
White House," Obama said, "I'll put 
on a comfortable pair of shoes myself. 
I'll walk on that picket line with you 
as President of the United States of 
America." 
Apart from his television 
interview, Obama has failed to put on 
a pair of comfortable shoes and walk 
alongside those whom he had promised 
to protect from the elimination of their 
right to unionize. This is because he 
doesn't have the political leeway to stir 
the pot with Republicans, especially in 
light of the economic crisis. 
The right to collectively bargain 
for better working conditions and 
rights, such as a fair living wage or the 
right for maternity leave, is something 
that workers' rights leaders like 
Cesar Chavez fought for during the 
Civil Rights Movement. The right to 
unionize was, and still is, an important 
right that all working people should 
be afforded. While the budget crisis is 
something that needs to be addressed, 
those in public office should not use it 
as an excuse to cut corners and deny 
workers the very rights that this country 
has prided itself on making available to 
all. 
Lara Logan's sexual assault may have been preventable 
By Sarah Jorgensen 
Journalists have long been sent 
into the thick of combat. They have 
gone to war zones like Vietnam, or 
even reported undercover from places 
like mental institutions. However, in 
light of CBS News' Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Lara Logan's sexual 
assault during the Egyptian riots, 
perhaps news organizations should re­
evaluate who to send into dangerous 
situations and when to pull reporters out 
of them. 
Logan, who has worked in 
journalism since 1988 and has held 
her current position for four years, 
was reporting from Tahrir Square on 
Feb. 11, the day President Mubarak 
finally resigned. She was suddenly 
surrounded by a mob of at least 200 
Egyptian men and separated from her 
crew, according to CBS News. While 
in the mob, she was sexually assaulted 
and beaten before being saved by a 
group of Egyptian women and soldiers. 
Logan was immediately sent home to 
the United States where she is currently 
recovering. 
It should be noted that Logan 
was not the only journalist targeted 
during the Egyptian revolution. CNN 
correspondent Anderson Cooper was 
twice brutally attacked during his 
time in Egypt, and other international 
journalism services, including Al­
ii azeera, had their headquarters in Cairo 
bombed. It was well known that this 
region, especially during the riots, was 
a risky place to report from at all. 
Most internationally acclaimed 
journalism organizations, including 
Thomson Reuters, The New York Times 
and The Associated Press, have policies 
regarding reporters in dangerous 
situations. Many claim that it is at the 
discretion of the journalist to take up 
these assignments. 
For example, the Thomson Reuters 
style guide states, "All assignments to 
zones of conflict and other dangerous 
areas are voluntary and no journalist will 
be penalized in any way for declining a 
hazardous assignment." 
Logan's willingness and 
commitment to report on such a 
momentous and dangerous event is 
valiant, but she probably had the choice 
to back out at any time if she felt that 
things were becoming too dangerous. In 
light of Cooper's attacks, perhaps she 
could have re-evaluated her position in 
the region. 
Logan, a pretty, blonde South 
African native, though highly 
experienced in journalism, may not 
have been the best reporter to send to 
this region. In 2008, according to a study 
through BBC, 83 percent of Egyptian 
women and 98 percent of foreign female 
visitors experienced sexual harassment 
of some type from Egyptian men. 
As a Caucasian woman and an 
aspiring journalist myself, I would be 
hesitant to report from a region like 
this because its cultural norms could 
endanger my safety. Though 1 do not 
doubt Logan's journalistic credentials, 
perhaps CBS could have found a 
journalist who more seamlessly blended 
into the surrounding environment than 
Logan, especially since the heightened 
turmoil could quickly escalate to 
violence. 
In a time when many journalism 
organizations push for full 24-hour 
coverage of news events, perhaps we 
need to take a step back and evaluate 
how constant coverage can be achieved. 
Journalists' courage is always to 
be admired, especially in the face of 
oppression and opposition to getting 
the story out, but it is important for the 
journalist to put his or her life before the 
story. As the Reuters style guide states, 
"No story or image is worth a life." 
Logan's passion for journalism and 
bravery in the face of so much danger 
should be celebrated, but perhaps 
events like this can be prevented in the 
future. Choosing the correct journalist 
for the job is the work of editors and 
the organizations themselves. It is time 
to focus on the journalists themselves 
instead of getting the story the fastest. 
Relaxing 
midterm methods 
By Sarah Jorgensen 
We are in one of the most 
dreaded times of the semester. 
Winter vacation feels far behind 
you and summer is nowhere in sight. 
You feel like you have hit a plateau and 
school has begun to lose its novelty. 
Tests begin to creep closer as you read 
your syllabi and, though spring break 
is soon, you have many hurdles to 
clear before your week off. Students, 
welcome to the midterm. 
All this rain and relatively chilly 
weather has not helped our situation. 
I have found myself seeking ways to 
shake off the no-end-in-sight blues, 
and while some have been effective 
(yoga), I have had plenty fail (lots of 
Skittles and chocolate). This week, I 
offer you my best tips to feel happier 
and more productive as we hit the 
long-distance run part of our semester. 
The first, and definitely most 
important, tip is to stay hydrated. I 
was never a big water drinker through 
high school, but a good friend of mine 
began insisting that I was constantly 
dehydrated, especially when I was 
stressed, annoyed or feeling slightly 
under the weather. As I began to drink 
more water, I have felt markedly better, 
not just physically, but emotionally as 
well. I try to drink at least 64 ounces 
of water a day. Bottled water is 
expensive and bad for the environment 
(I'm guilty of buying it, too), so 1 
would recommend investing in an 
inexpensive Brita pitcher and a good 
steel or BPA-free plastic water bottle. 
Exercise is also very important. 
I am not an athletic person, but I still 
try to get in a workout at least once a 
week. USD's Fit and Active program 
has been very beneficial for me. Under 
this plan, you pay an $80 flat rate to 
gain access to tons of fitness classes, 
ranging from Pilates to kickboxing, 
hosted on campus each week. As 
someone with a busy schedule, 
this flexibility enables me to catch 
yoga classes whenever I have a free 
hour'to spare. 1 like yoga and highly 
recommend it for all because of the 
meditative and calming emphasis of 
the class. As most of you also know, 
we have a some great general gyms 
on campus too. Even if it is just once 
a week, exercising always makes me 
feel much better. 
I also highly believe in the 
curative properties of a good bath or 
shower. As a sophomore living in the 
Vistas, 1 am blessed to have a bathtub 
in my dorm room. A nice hot shower or 
bath followed by good reading, a good 
movie or good music always relaxes 
and rejuvenates me. If you have 
problems sleeping before big tests, this 
is definitely the best suggestion I have 
for you. 
In times of stress, 1 sometimes 
resort to candy and sweets, seeking a 
happy sugar high to get me through 
my long days of studying, class or 
writing papers. I've found, though, 
that it often has the reverse effect. 
That bag of Skittles leads to a terrible 
sugar crash that can only be cured by 
one thing - you guessed it, more sugar. 
Coffee (my first love) unfortunately 
can have the same effect, though it 
is a great energy kick to get through 
classes in the dreaded 2:30-5:30 range 
- a time period during which my body 
constantly tells me I need a nap no 
matter how much sleep I got the night 
before. 
Or, you can put yourself in an 
optimistic frame of mind. Spring break 
is only a week and a half away, and 
I am sure everyone has something to 
look forward to, whether it is sleeping 
in, partying or visiting a new place. 
At the very least, it will provide us 
hard-working students with a nice 
break from the stress of school. While 
you're up late at 2 a.m. studying for 
your next big test or writing a paper, 
just remember that at this time in two 
weeks, you'll either be sleeping or up 
doing something fun.That is enough to 
get me through my loads of homework 
any day. 
Comic-Con vital to city of San Diego 
By Jaxon Smith 
Comic-Con International is 
currently the world's largest comic 
book convention, as well as the 
most popular. Over 125,000 people 
have attended each year since 2007, 
according to the convention's website. 
Since its birth in 1970, the convention 
has been held at the San Diego 
Convention Center. In recent years, 
however, debates and rumors have 
come up about whether or not the 
famed haven for all that is nerdy will 
stay in our city. Although some crucial 
changes are being made, maintaining 
tradition is important, and the city of 
San Diego must fight to keep Comic-
Con in its birthplace. 
One of the main reasons that 
Comic-Con has considered moving 
away from its ancestral home is the 
high cost of creating such a large 
event, according to the convention's 
website. For instance, thousands 
of representatives from different 
businesses want to host booths at 
Comic-Con, but due to the limited 
amount of space, not everyone is able 
to participate. Since vendors must pay 
a fee to appear at Comic-Con, a larger 
convention center would allow more 
booths and vendors, which would 
greatly increase profits for the Comic-
Con Organization. 
The price of the convention puts 
stress on its visitors, too. In addition 
to drastically high hotel room rates, 
transportation is a major issue. Despite 
a city transit system that includes 
buses and trolleys, getting visitors 
from their cars to the convention 
center is a massive undertaking. An 
influx of approximately 130,000 
people causes problems in a city that 
is already notorious for limited and 
difficult parking. Even when one 
does find parking miles from the 
convention center, the parking prices 
are so high that you spend half the 
money you were planning on spending 
on Dragonball-Z paraphernalia just for 
a spot. 
The convention center proposed 
lowering its prices for renting out the 
center, and plans are being discussed 
to expand it by 400,000 square feet. 
According to the Unified Port of San 
Diego, the convention center obtained 
the leasehold of the Fifth Avenue 
Landing to allow for this expansion. 
To combat the inflated hotel 
prices, Comic-Con and the city of 
San Diego made a deal with the 
hotels surrounding the convention 
center to keep their prices at a flat, 
reasonable rate. With these promises 
and provisions in place, it was decided 
last September that Comic-Con would 
make a contract with the San Diego 
Convention Center to stay in San 
Diego until 2015. 
While it is important that the 
businesses make a profit, it seems 
more important for the organization to 
keep the event in the city where it has 
been for more than 40 years and has 
become a staple of San Diego's culture. 
Although Comic-Con will safely be 
in San Diego for the coming years, 
the eventual fate of the convention 
is still up in the air. The expansion 
of the Convention Center is still not 
finished, and large cities like Los 
Angeles would love to have another 
reason for tourists to spend money in 
their area. The convention should stay 
in San Diego because, according to the 
Union-Tribune, it brings an estimated 
$163 million in income to the city, and 
also because the city and the crowd 
loves the sense of tradition they had in 
returning to San Diego year after year. 
San Diegans can once again 
look forward to people in costumes 
gallivanting around the city they love. 
Comic-Con will take place from July 
21 to 24. 
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Everyone is entitled to an opinion 
Key differences between libel and negative press 
By Dillon Jacobsen 
It doesn't take a law degree to 
know that.Americans are entitled to 
free speech. It is an idea embraced by 
all and cited in the Constitution. It is 
an idea that allows for rude comments 
and nice comments. People can call 
each other fat, smelly, asinine, creepy 
or a number of pejorative words 
that cannot be printed in this article. 
However, people still disagree about 
what can be said. 
Karin N. Calvo-Goller, a senior 
lecturer at the Academic Center of 
Law and Business in Israel and the 
author of "The Trial Proceedings of 
the International Criminal Court," is 
challenging the fronts of free speech. 
According to The New York Times, 
she is suing Thomas Weigend, a law 
professor at the University of Cologne 
who wrote a negative review of her 
book, for libel. 
"I am aware of the extent of 
freedom of expression under the First 
Amendment," Calvo-Goller said. 
"However, the extent of that freedom 
ends where its exercise damages the 
reputation of an individual." 
On a basic level, libel is defined as 
a written, printed or pictorial statement 
that unjustly defames someone 
publicly. Of course, the definition is 
subject to interpretation. 
While the case is being tried in 
France, there is a valuable lesson 
Americans can take away from it. To 
Calvo-Goller, an honestly written book 
review that happens to be negative 
constitutes libel. To me, the review 
shows the beauty of free speech. 
Weigend's words are the 
reason book reviews are written. By 
criticizing aspects of the book, he is 
helping prospective customers make 
the best purchase decision possible. 
Competition is the defining quality of 
a capitalist economy and, like it or not, 
one has to produce the best product 
to be successful. In this case, Calvo-
Goller failed to do that, and is falsely 
accusing an honest opinion to be libel. 
The line between free speech 
and libel is a very fine one. If Calvo-
Goller's viewpoint on libel is correct, 
then libel is happening every day in 
overwhelming amounts. Examples 
can usually be found in all major news 
sources, because the fine line between 
free speech and libel is so controversial. 
For example, conservative radio 
host Rush Limbaugh recently made 
controversial remarks about First Lady 
Michelle Obama. According to USA 
Today, the comments were made in 
respect to her weight. 
"The problem is, and dare I say 
this," Limbaugh said, "it doesn't look 
like Michelle Obama follows her own 
nutritionary, dietary advice. I'm trying 
to say that our First Lady does not 
project the image of women that you 
might see on the cover of the Sports 
Illustrated swimsuit issue." 
While Limbaugh's comments 
can certainly be construed as crude 
and uncouth, they are not slander (the 
verbal form of libel). A slanderous 
comment must deface the character 
or perceived image of somebody. The 
comment certainly is rude, but it isn't 
utter defamation. People will always 
have opinions that are in bad taste or 
against the grain. Furthermore, the 
comment is full of logical fallacies, 
because attacking Obama's body 
doesn't address the validity of her 
advocacy, since the program which she 
is advocating doesn't aim for the body 
type of Sports Illustrated swimsuit 
models. Simply put, slander and libel 
are complicated issues and can't be 
used against everyday disrespectful 
comments. 
Reading or hearing about rude 
remarks is commonplace in reviews, 
especially in the political world. Yet, 
regular people are subjected to the 
opinions of peers, co-workers and 
strangers on a daily basis too. 
People state opinions. They 
always have, and they always will. 
Unfortunately, libel happens in rare 
cases, but the extent of the defamation 
has to be extreme for it to be construed 
as libel. Many public comments 
become irrelevant and forgotten 
about in a short time. This should 
be remembered by criticized public 
figures before they consider filing a 
libel suit. 
Calvo-Goller's book will still 
sell copies, and Obama will still 
be respected by Americans. The 
First Amendment is perhaps the 
most beautiful liberty provided to 
Americans. Restricting the speech 
of others for our own well being is 
detrimental, and not the answer, to 
curbing the number of offensive 
comments made toward others. 
Perhaps the reason so many 
comments are made is because they are 
a way to provoke somebody and get a 
reaction. As such, maybe the answer to 
a happier life without the potentially 
libelous remarks so many people fear 
is simple: let it be. 
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Letter to the Editor 
Thank you for the article by Nazin Sedehi ("Advertising kiosks to augment 
fliers," February 24, 2011) and congratulations to the AS officers and to Student 
Affairs for advancing the idea of having kiosks to announce the many activities on 
campus. My only suggestion would be that the kiosks not simply "augment" fliers, 
routinely taped to the pavement, but replace them. 1 may be old-fashioned, but paper 
on the ground (with or without blue tape) is litter. Why would we want to deface our 
beautiful campus by allowing litterbugs to continue with this activity? The issue, 
however, goes deeper than that for me. Guess who cleans up the mess? 
When I arrive on campus around 7:00 AM each day, I routinely see our lowest 
paid staff—often older gentlemen and invariably people of color—bending over or 
on their knees cleaning up after the litterbugs. This sends an unintentional message 
and one that contradicts thelofty ethical goals USD espouses about the dignity of 
every human person. It distresses me to see these people doing the menial labor 
which those who put the fliers there are not willing to do themselves. That's the 
unintentional message sent: "They should do it; not us." I know organizations don't 
mean to say such a thing, but that's the message coming through loudly and clearly. 
Yes, I suppose if we are always on our cells, talking or texting, our heads will 
probably be looking down and every so often a spiffy flier will attract our attention. 
Yet, I think more is at stake here than convenience. In my opinion, it's a matter that 
touches the heart of the university. See you at the kiosks! 
- Fr. Ron Pachence,Chait of Department of Theology and Religious Studies 
Governor Brown helps deficit by eliminating give-aways 
By Gunner Wiebe 
Finally, a politician is keeping his 
promises. California Governor Jerry 
Brown is tackling the state's huge deficit, 
as he pledged to do during his campaign. 
Reuters reports that California is the 
most indebted state, and part of the 
problem is due to unnecessary spending. 
Brown has decided cutting down on 
this spending by banning state agencies 
from purchasing trinkets or freebies. 
According to CNN, Brown has 
decided to forbid all agencies from 
purchasing any giveaway items, 
including hats, mugs, ashtrays and key 
chains, to distribute at events or in their 
offices. 
Brown was stern and direct in his 
comments about these giveaways by 
state agencies. "Not a cent of taxpayer 
money should be spent on flashlights, 
ashtrays or other unnecessary items, 
most of which likely end up in landfills," 
he said. "Every taxpayer dollar we save 
by cutting waste is a dollar that can be 
used to pay for critical public safety and 
social services." 
Though Brown's comments 
were encouraging, taxpayers' money 
shouldn't be used for meaningless items 
in the first place, and this practice should 
have been stopped long ago. 
Not only was our money paying 
for these trinket items, but it was also 
ending up in the trash, according to 
Brown. This was not an insignificant 
amount of money, either. According to 
Bloomberg News, California spent $7.5 
million on trinkets from 2007 to 2010 -
a total waste of government funds that 
could have gone toward aiding failing 
programs in our state. 
The state has recently threatened 
to shut down its famous national parks, 
make further spending cuts on the 
school system and make cuts to the state 
Medicaid budget. It is encouraging to 
see that Brown is looking within the 
government to make cuts rather than 
simply slashing government programs 
that benefit so many California residents 
on a regular basis. 
In three months, graduating seniors 
will be left to fend for themselves and 
the impact of high taxes will start to 
become real. Obviously, most tax-
paying citizens want their money to 
be put toward legitimate programs 
that directly benefit them. Thankfully, 
Brown has put a stop to the madness of 
freebies, and the taxes Californians pay 
will be going toward something a little 
more beneficial for everyone. 
Brown has taken a big step toward 
reducing the deficit by stopping 
giveaways. According to Bloomberg 
News, the deficit is projected at $25.4 
billion through June 2012, but Brown 
has proposed $12.5 million in spending 
cuts so far. This includes ordering a 
hiring freeze statewide and forcing 
48,000 public workers to return their 
state-paid cell phones, which is half of 
the 96,000 state-paid cell phones. Brown 
is also looking to downsize the number 
of vehicles used by the government. The 
current fleet includes 13,600. 
It is admirable that Brown is 
making such large changes to the 
government's processes in attempts to 
reduce the state's debt. Perhaps this is 
the beginning of California getting the 
deficit under control and helping out 
taxpayers. Your hard-earned money 
shouldn' t be goi ng toward the production 
of a coffee mug that reads, "Don't trash 
California," which is more than likely 
going in the trash anyway. We should 
all be thankful to have someone like 
Brown representing California, since he 
is using some common sense to protect 
the common people. 
/ H-
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We love The Vista, how about you? 
Despite many claims in recent years that the newspaper industry is dying, you're currently 
holding a copy of The Vista on this lovely Thursday. While it may be true that, yes, the 
newspaper industry is changing, that a movement is taking news from print to online, it does 
not mean that news or the different media through which news is delivered are becoming 
completely obsolete. News was, is and always will be a vital necessity to a fully functioning 
society. We at The Vista take our role as news gatherers and providers very seriously, and we 
work hard every week to produce the fairest and most representative paper we can. 
We are involved with The Vista because we love to write and 
we love to be a part of a campus community that is committed to 
the same goals and aspirations as thdt of The Vista staff. While 
we may criticize many issues involving the USD campus, the San 
Diego community and the world in general, this criticism stems 
from the attachments we have to the multiple communities to 
which we belong, and our shared goal to make those communities 
better. Opinion Editor Sarah Jorgensen feels that our responsibility 
as journalists lies in our loyalty to our school, and our ability to 
keep the institution in check. 
"I write for The Vista not only because I love to write," Jorgensen said, "but because I love 
this school. It is the function of newspapers and journalists to keep tabs on institutions. I would 
feel no drive or reason to critique or celebrate our school if I didn't truly love being here." 
An obvious function of The Vista is to inform the student body about the goings-on at 
USD. We strive to represent all students and organizations at USD; as the voice of the student 
body, our mission is to be as inclusive and fair as possible. 
News Editor Bernadette Smith feels that The Vista offers a unique perspective on campus 
related issues. "The Vista is a vital form of campus communication because it offers the student 
perspective on student issues," she said. "I would like the Vista to grow into a publication that 
the campus universally respects and regards as an informative avenue on academic, local, 
national and international issues." 
The Vista is a particularly important forum in representing the athletic teams on campus, 
a resourceful tool for those students looking to be more supportive of the many sports teams 
at USD. "I feel that the Sports section in The Vista is the most thorough compilation of USD 
sports news anywhere," Sports Editor Tyler Wilson said. "A lot of students are not very 
involved in the athletic atmosphere at USD, and I think reading about sports in The Vista 
would help increase student involvement at athletic events." 
Although we know many of you read (and love) what we put out in our weekly 
publication, it sometimes seems as though our critics do not have a firm base from which 
to ground their harsh opinions on. When the editors walk around 
school on any given Thursday and hear students complain about 
the fact that The Vista only prints the articles that the editors 
write, or that we don't try our hardest to represent all people in our 
campus community, we take that personally. We don't stay up in 
our little SLP office into the wee hours of Wednesday mornings for 
nothing. We also could not be any more welcoming of new writers, 
photographers, graphic designers or generally interested people 
who stop by at SLP 403B, whether they come to contribute, or just 
see what it is we actually do. 
It should also be reiterated that we encourage those who want to criticize or commend an 
article that was printed to write a letter to the editor. We print every single one we receive and 
we feel that they contribute to making The Vista more fair and balanced. 
While we do not mean to toot our own horn here by any means, we do want to clarify 
our position on encouraging all students, faculty, staff and members of the USD and San Diego 
communities to contribute to the production of your student voice. If you don't like something 
you see on our pages, tell us, and we will work our hardest to be better reporters, writers 
and editors. Don't merely complain about how poorly reported, written or edited you think 
The Vista is. The whole point of having a completely student-run newspaper is for anyone 
and everyone to feel like they can and should contribute to the development of that voice. 
"Because it's student run it's also directed toward student interest," Editor in Chief Kaitlin 
Perry said. "Anyone can get involved, and everyone should." 
44 If you don't like something 
you see on our pages, tell us, and we 
will work our hardest to be better 
reporters, writers and editors. v. 
Cathy Nguyen /The Vista  
The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. 
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> ARTY104: Foundations in Form, Space and Time with Professor 
• % & *** ** # *&fwt -f 
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2E 
; A critical expToration of how we a? artists relate to thejnaterial world, and. how, 
in turn influences the work we make. Students wHI investigate a variety of media aj 
- practices through projects, readings, slide presentations and dtscussibns. 
J This class includes interesting projectslike creating trash sculptures and making 100 art 
pieces in 100 minutes. It is very experimental and conceptual, and it definitely involves 
some work. Expand your creativity and take this class. 
Js> 
• ARTV 160: Black and White Photography with Professor Cross 
An introductory lecture and laboratory course that stresses black and white camera technique 
* and darkroom procedures. The course encourages the student to investigate photography 
* as q medium of personal expression. Students must have access to a traditional film camera 
„ and purchase listed materials for the course as required. 
Deemed therapeutic, this course involves three hours of alone time to watch photographs 
develop in front of your eyes. For students with a hectic schedule, photography may help 
relax you and give you an excuse to revel in your surroundings. Though supplies are 
% expensive, consider your money well-spent. 
• ARTV 302: Intermediate Drawing with Professor Kelly 
I The primary objective of this course is to investigate the intimate relationship between form 
s and content in the creation of images. Drawing projects, lectures and critiques will stress 
f" the organization of the pictorial field und the technical manipulation of the material as 
means for identifying and articulating the artist's intentions. 
Kelly pushes students to use new media and venture out of their comfort zones by 
experimenting with them. He is extremely passionate about art. and although he never 
shows his own art to the class, it is virtually understood that he is an aesthetic genius. The 
Bill Kelly-isms will keep you intrigued. HHP 
• COMM 130: Introduction to Media Studies with Professor Lew 
This course offers an introduction to the examination of Media and media lite facy.Students 
14 learn about the origins, history and development of mass media. Additionally, the present 
structure, characteristics and challenges in the areas of radio, television and cable are 
i addressed. * , » 
A former news reporter. Professor lew brings her TV personality to the class. Students 
aire required to read the newspaper every day and keep up with current events. The course 
explores media history and different media platforms. Pop culture is, to the tabloid lovers' 
delight, heavily discussed in this course, which fills a social science requirement. 
; • COMM 338: Media and Conflict with Professor del Rio 
, ; This "course examines thg role media play in the progression and public perceptions of 
" % conflict. Relevant topics will include media and Military intervention, portrayals of protest 
movements and news and entertainment cpverage of crime, rumors, domestic politics, 
* violence and ethnicity, 
f Professor del Rio is extremely invested in the course material, and he makes it fun to learn. 
. He challenges you to think critically about the course subject matter, find shows interesting 
* - documentaries to augment the educational experience. Though students say the class is 
not easy, they also say that they've learned more in it than any other class, they've taken. 
^ Profdssor del Rio also has an awesome beard. 
is . • \ '  • • •. , • % ^ » C • : * ... 
• ENGL 318: Development of the English Language with Professor Boggs 
Studies th the phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics of the English 
-1 languagf synchronic and diachronic variation, current .theories of the grammar of English 
^ and theories of language acquisition and contact. 
One semester of this class accounts for four years of graduate school, or so Professor Boggs 
f*' says. Students study everything from phonetics to the origin of words. All of those language 
J* courses become a little more clear when learning about how people learn languages and how 
}< they are developed. The class is rounded out by interesting class assignments'and movies. 
t . • % , - * * -
. . .  "  •  « •  • 4 
• ENGL 375: Introduction to Creative Writing with Professor Perez 
A workshop on imaginative writing, with examples dravim from literature. 
Professor Perez is USD's resident Professor Trelawney. Students write literature a • 
from their very own lives, and, in this way, the class becomes very personal and sfijfcnts 
become very close with one another. There is a lot of writing involved, but former stud mis 
say they enjoyed all of them. At the end of the semester, students compile a bookletiMThe 
class'best work. f 
• HIST 125D: Race and Ethnicity in the American Experience 
with Professor Miller 
This course provides students with a basic understanding of .how race and efhnicitmave 
influenced American society frdm the colonial period to the present. Students will by exjjpsed 
* to a variety of topics, and historical events that will help explain how and why ArMflmins' 
attitudes about racial and ethnic differences changed over time. 
The course gives you a perspective on industrial racism in America and how it staled, 
the society we are today, It focuses on the history of all races, and shows studentsliovv 
suppressed groups fought for their rights. ** 
H 
• MGMT 304: Entrepreneurship and New Ventures with Professor Sebaslno 
An examination of the problems and processes for launching and/or purchasing fcufyeis'; 
ventures . Topics include the nature and role Of the entrepreneur, identifying and asfmsing 
potential opportunities for new ventures, structuring and staffing the new venture, prep ring < 
the business plan, attracting venture capital and dealing with key legal issues. T { 
Most business majors agree that this class is difficult, but well worth the effort. Prq s'sor 
Sebastiao challenges his students to think critically, and everything that is taught is apjil able 
to real-world situations. The best part? Students learn how to write a real business ph 
' • -• 1 
• MKTG 302: Sports .Marketing with Professfr Bruton 
The course applies fundamental marketing concepts to the sports industry, imti mgw 
the marketing mix,"consumer behavior, marketing research, segmentation analvstj iml\ 
assessment of marketing programs specific to sports. Guidelines for the forma] 
marketing goals and strategies will be included. 
Definitely take this c|ass j|'ypq are. trying tp fulfill a markefing requjrpfpeni, iffyc 
'Sports enthusiast or if you arWookfflg f8 Trilet a guy. In an efit to get 'sludehts^ 
to real-world situations, Professor Bruton gives minimal time for his students to prepare, 
presentation!. Then, and possibly to his amusement, Bruton pins teams against each#her." 
This mimics the intense competition in the sports marketing industry. 
* * 
•ffjr1 
HJB • v 
professor shows how humans tend to disclude animals from ethical constructs. The class * 
gives you the tools on how to fnake informed decisions about animal^, resulting in some ' * v * 
gtudents turning yegetarian. Unfortunately, the course is not guaranteed every semester. , 
• SOCI354: Drugs and U.S. Society with Professor Fritsvold 
This course provides a sociohistorical analysis of the cultural, economic and political 
forces that have driven anti-drug movements throughout US. history. The implications of 
the mediculization of deviance are explored, as are the influences of past drug policies and 
the casualties of the current "w.ar on drugs." ... ' > '* , 
Professor Fritsvold is enthusiastic when discussing the inner workings of drugs in U.S. 
society. The information is relevant, the movies are interesting and the discussions are frarik. ' ' >•,. • A . "v . & • A • ^ 
• THRS 390: The Holocaust: Death of God or Death of Humanity? with Pastor 
Lindquist 
A study of the Holocaust focused on the mora! and religious dilemmas it raises for Jews and 
Christians. ' 
Professor Lindquist, a Lutheran pastor, makes the class interesting with discussions on the 
tragedy of the Holocaust, This course also takes interesting angles and then analyzes one of 
the most monumental events in history, and it also easily satisfies the upper-division religion 
core requirement. 
' - ; - 4 , n 
Be on the lookout for these other cool classes 
• ANTH 364D: Surf Culture and History 
This bourse examines the historical and spcio-ctdtural one of Southern 
California's fastest growing leisure activities. Successful partiapatlon in this sporf and 
membership in its local subcultures are contingent upon specialized knowledge of geography, 
wave physics, weather patterns, ocean biota, board design and the often complex yet subtle 
intricacies of regional customs. 
Mi 
On Monday, April 4, registration for the Fall 2011 se­
mester begins. Choosing a schedule can be difficult and 
time consuming, but getting into engaging and interest­
ing classes makes the effort worthwhile. Business ma­
jors can revel in the possibility of having classes only 
Monday and Wednesday, and the importance of getting 
a good teacher is paramount. Seniors know the sched­
uling process all too well. The Class of 2011 has dealt 
with their fair share of the general education blues and 
the 6 a.m. registration time of death. They also endured 
the good, the bad and the ugly. With registration creep­
ing up after spring break, preparing your class schedule 
can be easier than sliced pie. In an effort to pass on its 
legacy, seniors have chosen their favorite classes (and 
the professors that teach them) from the past four years 
of their college experience. Heed the advice of your el­





•MKTG 490: Public Policy and Marketing with Professor Ehrich 
This clasS, which is not offered every semester, becomes extremely popular whenwthe 
registration portal. The course deals with important social issues that are reflected in eHWday 
marketing. Movies such as "Food, Inc." are shown in order to present the downsid. ot 
particular marketing efforts. The class is entirely discussion-based, facilitated by Pffl|fcsc>r 
Ehrich but led by the students. j i 
• PHIL 344: Environmental Justice with Professor Woods 
Ah exploration of social justice in an environmental context, including considcritioss aj 
distributive, participdtory and procedural justice. Topics may include civil rights add the 
environmental justice movement, rights of indigenous peoples, environmentalism, economic 
and development conflicts between the globql north and south, amohg others. J 
With this class, you get out of it what you put into it-. Professor Woods is very passionate 
about the subject and expects his students to mimic his enthusiasm. He is an exrMwihe 
that used to work for a PVC pipe company. He insists on being called Dr. Mark Students 
watch cool movies and learn about environmental racism, in addition to learning how tq 
write a concise philosophy paper. At the end of the course, there is a Model United Nations 
esque simulation and a potiuck feast, in which students bring food related to country they 
represent. 4 
• PHIL 490: Animal Ethics with Professor Bradley 
The animal ethics MB•"> course is designed to challenge the way f ; ® * 
we think about animals/Hit 
• ARTH 498: Museum Internship 
Working firsthand With curators, exhibition. 
designers and registrars in education 
programs and in outreach and development 
offices at area museums, students gather 
crucial practical experience in the field: 
Prerequisites: at least one upper-division art 
history course and consent of the instructor. 
• ENGL 231: Children's Literature 
Literary and popular texts produced for 
children. Emphasis on analysis of how 
children's texts construct gender, sex, race, 
class, family structure, power relations, 
and violence, f&r example. Includes 
phonemic awareness, word analysis and 
field experience. Reserved for students in 
credential programs. 
• ETHN 362: Ethnicity and Cinema 
This course uses comparative, analytical and 
critical approaches to the study of ethnicity 
and to the relationship between cinematic 
representations and the experiences 
of racialized communities: It includes 
examination of multiple dimensions .of 
media stereotypes, film history and theory, 
and the ways filmmakers of various ethnic 
and national backgrounds respond to and 
through mainstream cinemas. 
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EOTO member Michael Travis playing a long set atWinstons in Ocean Beach on Feb. 25.Travis and Jason Hann are two members of The String Cheese Incident with an affinity for the sound of dubstep. 
EOTO merges the sound of dubstep into live jams 
By Natalie Kunstadter 
There's no denying that this 
dubstep thing has caught on. From 
sold-out shows at Voyeur to the Rusko-
produced Britney Spears song, young 
people all over the States have grown 
to love those strange yet tantalizing 
sounds their parents might only barely 
classify as music. 
Those who are skeptical about the 
ability of computers to produce moving 
By Kyle Strickland 
I would like to briefly thank all of 
the ladies who responded to my column/ 
personal ad last week. I got a surprising 
variety of reactions, including hilarious 
ones (Hazel, please let's meet if you 
really are a girl - that was hot), serious 
ones and supportive ones-even, and-
even somewhat angry ones about how it 
was "stupid" and "immature." In every 
case, I'd like to thank you for all of your 
continued interest. I urge you fine ladies 
to keep those emails coming. I could 
even write about a new romance each 
week and call my column "Gossip Guy, 
XOXO." 
In reality, I am going to do nothing 
of that sort. I don't have any ideas for my 
column this week. I don't have any girls 
to shamelessly bad mouth, nor do I have 
any interest in soliciting myself twice 
over. That would seem a bit desperate. 
Instead, I'm going to write about 
how my favorite movie as a kid, "The 
Land Before Time," really comforted 
my troubled head last week. I know it 
was my favorite because of how much 
I loved dinosaurs. I wanted to be an 
archaeologist when I was four, but I 
have long since abandoned that, because 
I found out that the dinosaurs wouldn't 
be alive when I dug them up. 
Real dinosaur bones were my most 
prized possessions. I wished I could grow 
up to be a Velociraptor. "Dougal Dixon's 
Dinosaurs" was my favorite book, 
and even though it listed sophisticated 
biological data and statistics, I still 
preferred it to other bedtime books. 
When I was three, I learned to swear and 
I told a group of family guests that I had 
a "f***ing dinosaur." I was a dino-nerd, 
and I was f***jng proud of it. 
You might think I liked the animated 
film for the sole reason that it was about 
music might find a nice compromise 
in EOTO. The group embraces 
spontaneity, looping live drums and 
mixing them with synthetic beats, bass 
and guitar for a show that is unique and 
exhilarating, which they displayed this 
weekend to a very enthusiastic crowd at 
Winstons in Ocean Beach. 
Drummer Jason Hann took some 
time before the show to talk about the 
band and its current tour. Hann was 
visibly excited to be back in San Diego, 
where he had lived for a good many 
dinosaurs. That was admittedly a big 
part of it, but I rediscovered the other 
differentiating reasons when I watched 
it again last week. In the countless years 
since I last watched "The Land Before 
Time," I had forgotten the extent to 
which children's movies, like this one,go 
into depressing and challenging detail. I 
was extremely surprised to come close 
to tears when Littlefoot's mother died. 
I won't say I actually cried, because we 
all know boys don't do that unless they 
are watching "The Notebook" with their 
girlfriends. 
The movie is fantastic and riveting, 
even more so after all of these years. One 
aspect of movies I feel makes or breaks 
them is the score, and this one's was 
akin to the "Edward Scissorhands" score 
by Danny Elfman. It's wondrous and 
it makes the film so mystical. Another 
great aspect is the narrator present in the 
film who elaborates on Littlefoot's road 
to both maturity and the Great Valley. 
The movie is, in short, more enlightening 
now than ever before. 
Several concepts surprised me in 
this movie that had not occurred in my 
young mind. As I mentioned before, I 
didn't remember that Littlefoot's mom 
dies in the beginning. I was also surprised 
at the tenacity of the characters, and 
how I became motivated by Littlefoot's 
courage in going against all odds to find 
new life in the Great Valley. The best 
part was Pitri's line, which made me 
laugh (out loud), "You - leave - without 
- Pitri?" He's hilarious. 
This children's movie has motivated 
me to succeed in college, and I find that 
somewhat amazing. Most importantly, 
it's given me a bit of solace when 
remembering loved ones lost. I finally 
took note of the character Rooter; though 
he is only present for a few moments in 
the movie, his wisdom is most concise 
and comforting ."The Great Circle of Life 
has begun," Rooter said. "But you see, 
not all of us arrive together at the end." 
This wise saying of "old Rooter" was 
significantly more deep than anything I 
had thought existed in the film. 
When you really need it, turn back 
to your old childhood dreams. They 
really can reassure you when you're 
stressed about the future and uncertain 
about the direction in which your adult 
life is headed. 
years, and the crowd was just as excited 
to be treated to a caliber of music that 
only seldom makes its way down to 
Southern California. 
Hann explained that EOTO has a 
history of showing love to some of the 
cities less visited on usual tour routes. 
He and other member Michael Travis 
started playing together with The String 
Cheese Incident, a bluegrass jam band 
born in Colorado in 1993. They began 
jamming together outside of the group, 
quickly taking advantage of the modern 
technology that was becoming more 
widely available and looping and mixing 
their drums with keyboards, samplers, 
electric guitar and electric bass. 
The sound was a bit foreign to that 
of The String Cheese Incident, but not 
completely out of the blue. Michael 
Kang, the mandolin, violin and guitar 
player for the band, brought Bassnectar 
on their tour a few years ago, and could 
even be partially credited with the 
long-haired DJ's rise to fame. Upon 
hearing artists such as Skream and, 
more recently, Skrillex, Hann says 
he and Travis immediately grew an 
affinity for dubstep's provocative bass 
and how it seemed to hit all the right 
spots. Dubstep quickly turned out to be 
a highly catalytic element at the band's 
sound. 
Interestingly, though not entirely 
surprisingly, fans of the The String 
Cheese Incident were not too keen on 
EOTO. Side projects, especially ones 
with a sound different than that of the 
original group, are often criticized for 
playing around and taking advantage 
of the fame already garnered by the 
By Conor Cawley 
With Coachella and Ultra just 
around the corner, festival fiends are 
growing antsy to get out and enjoy 
some of the finest music the world 
has to offer. If over-zealous scalpers 
and epically overpriced plane tickets 
to Orlando ruined your spring festival 
plans for these two festivals, there is 
still hope for San Diego-based festival 
fans. Radius Festival is a lesser-known, 
underrated electronic music festival 
that will take place at Balboa Park's 
Air & Space Museum this Friday and 
Saturday. 
The museum will be transformed 
into an electronic festival arena, 
with neon graffiti and light setups, 
sophisticated even for an air and space 
museum. Headlining Friday night is 
Avicii, gracing San Diego with his West 
Coast debut. Others performing Friday 
night include Wippenberg, Marcus 
Schossow, Tritonal, Jay Lumen, Van 
Toth, Brett Nieman, Jon Dadon and 
Yan Lhert. On Saturday, the festival fun 
continues with Mr. Oizo, Glitch Mob, 
Zeds Dead, Datsik, Alan Braxe, David 
Kim and Trackonaut, an incredible 
lineup that an electronic music lover 
would hate to miss. 
Revel .us Events is the company 
original group from which they came. 
Accordingly, EOTO were initially 
fired by their band's own managers, 
who thought Hann and Travis were not 
taking the endeavor seriously. The duo 
was therefore forced to book their own 
shows and gather their own crowds. 
Hann andTravis didmost of the booking 
themselves, up until a few months ago. 
They directed their energy toward 
smaller venues in smaller cities, which 
would be easier to get into. Luckily 
the growing popularity of dubstep 
coincided with the band's touring, and 
EOTO picked up momentum playing 
shows to appreciative crowds that were 
not always able to get to such a quality 
and class of music. 
The same was true this Friday, Feb. 
25, at Winston's in. San Diego is a bit 
out of the way of the usual tour routes, 
Hann explained, unless a band comes 
up from around Phoenix. It's not that 
bands don't want to play in San Diego; 
it's an issue of traveling time. Many 
bands touring the United States fly 
to Los Angeles and get on tour buses 
there. San Francisco is the next largest 
market, so groups want to go there as 
well, which means the group would be 
facing eight to 10-hour drives either 
way. "But I mean, we do it," Hann said 
with a smile. 
And do it they did. The Friday 
night show was oversold by 20, and the 
crowd that spilled over onto the street 
outside was exuberant, bursting with 
both natural and enhanced excitement. 
The first set began around 10:30 p.m., 
and the show didn't end until 2 a.m. -
quite a long night in San Diego time. 
responsible for putting on Radius 
Festival this year. The company has a 
long-standing track record with other 
San Diego electronic music events, like 
Abstract Fest last September and Reset 
last summer. Unlike bigger festivals 
like Coachella and Ultra, Revel.us 
allows the purchase of one-day passes 
for those who are not interested in the 
two-day experience, or who simply 
cannot handle two days of dancing and 
partying. 
Revel .us Events, previously Reset 
Events, has broken the mold of their 
previous San Diego events. Revel .us 
have relocated this event, traditionally 
held at the San Diego Sports Arena to 
the surprising, yet aptly sized, Air & 
Space Museum at Balboa Park. The 
museum, however, is not putting on 
the festival. Revel .us has assumed full 
responsibility; the museum is simply 
facilitating the event. Nevertheless, the 
museum should provide a more than 
adequate space for the festivities and 
the crowds the event will bring. 
Lately, the electronic music 
scene in California has experienced 
controversy due to the increased 
amount of underage attendees (in 
spite of event coordinators' increased 
efforts) needing medical attention for 
tragic drug overdoses. Efforts by many, 
including California Assemblywoman 
As always, the set was entirely 
improvised. Hann killed it as he banged 
away with precision on his drums, while 
a barefoot Travis picked up and looped 
the beats, mixing them with samples and 
treats from his keyboards and bass. The 
music was amazing, highlighted by the 
one essential part of live performances 
that is often missing from a dubstep set 
- the live music. That humanistic touch 
got everyone in the venue moving, even 
those who didn't completely get it at 
first. Of course, this being Ocean Beach, 
most of the crowd got it, indeed, and 
they danced around like the freaks and 
weirdos one expects to see at a show of 
this kind. 
San Diego was just one of the first 
stops on the journey. EOTO will be 
continuing the tour through the summer, 
from the Southwest to the Northeast 
and everywhere in between. They are 
planning to appear at a few festivals 
along the way, too, including Snowball, 
Wakarusa, Starscape and the inaugural 
run of The String Cheese Incident's 
Electric Forest. 
Hann pointed out that while 
EOTO will play at Electric Forest, 
he and Travis never play JEOTO until 
after The String Cheese Incident has 
finished performing. There would be 
too much to worry about otherwise, he 
said, what with getting soundboards and 
instruments set up, plus the separation 
keeps the music of the two tight and 
distinct. 
Whatever the lineup may be, 
though, EOTO's shows are sure to get 
crowds across the country stomping and 
moving. 
Fiona Ma, have increased the pressure 
on cities and companies to lessen the 
dangers of the scene. 
Other cities and companies have 
been attempting to downplay and 
restrict the electronic music scene in 
their respective areas. Electric Daisy 
Carnival's recent move to Las Vegas 
and the light-glove ban by Insomniac 
Events (the company that puts on EDC, 
along with other widely recognized Los 
Angeles area events) are two examples 
of increasing restrictions aimed at 
discouraging behavior associated with 
drug use. 
Revel .us, however, wants to make 
sure the culture stays alive and well 
with those of us south of L.A., and they 
seem to be succeeding. While their 
events have not experienced the sell­
out rate of Coachella, the recurrence of 
these events shows the support of the 
San Diego community for the electronic 
genre. Revel .us has every intention of 
taking advantage of that support and, as 
it says on their website, will be throwing 
several electronic-based events in San 
Diego each year at massive locations. 
This two-day electronic music 
event is happening this weekend, March 
4 and 5, at the San Diego Air & Space 
Museum at Balboa Park. With the 
lineup full of big names, it should prove 
to be quite an amazing two nights. 
Dinosaurs are f-ing 
awesome 
Balboa hosts electronic festival 
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StumbleUpon can enlighten and stall 
By Will Schmidt 
We Stumblers all know what that 
little green and blue button with "SU" 
on it means, and we know its position in 
the top left corner of our web page all 
too well. StumbleUpon.com has quickly 
become one of the most popular social 
bookmarking sites to help us all get 
through our days a little more easily. 
When a user first comes across this 
addictive site, a Stumble toolbar sticks 
itself in the web browser and then asks, 
"What do you want to discover?" The 
site then displays categories to select 
from. This is where the popular site 
starts to sink its claws in on its users; 
the categories of choice are seemingly 
endless. 
USD senior Charles J.V. Hersman 
shared his love for the site and explained 
why it is so interesting to him. "I feel 
like the instant gratification aspect is 
what makes it so addicting," Hersman 
said. "It's the ultimate fix for those times 
when your attention span just needs a 
break. You can stumble through sites 
in literally a matter of seconds, or you 
can stay and linger on pages that really 
grab your interest for long periods of 
time. The absolute coolest part about 
it, though, is that it's personalized 
to your interests, which is awesome. 
For example, I could be reading about 
logical fallacy one minute, feel satisfied 
with it and then be learning how to build 
a portable Nintendo 64 the very next 
second." 
He continues to say that some of his 
favorite topics to stumble through are 
philosophy, atheistic/agnostic, opinion, 
games, politics and pictures. 
Some people are not so gung-ho 
about StumbleUpon, however. Recent 
USD graduate, John David Booty Rees 
III, speaks out against the hit website. 
"I used to use Stumble a lot more than 
Natalie Kunstadter/The Vista 
StumbleUpon can be quite engaging, however some claim that this can be damaging to time management. 
I do now," Rees said. "As interesting as 
it was, I found that I was just becoming 
too overwhelmed with the amount of 
info being presented to me. I would 
spend too much time wasting time. You 
find too much random stuff, and the 
constant stream of information seems to 
never end, and sooner or later you have 
to turn off the faucet before your water 
bill gets too expensive. You know what 
I'm saying?" 
Hersman, however, takes a bit more 
of a philosophical outlook on wasting 
time with StumbleUpon. "I find it very 
useful for wasting time," Hersman 
said, "but wasting time in a productive 
way. At the end of the day, the option 
to really learn new things is there. 
However, it is very easy to just use it for 
the entertainment value. It's a little bit 
of everything, and it makes you a more 
balanced person in general." 
It is interesting to take these two 
views and compare them to professional 
reviews of the website. Daniel Nations, 
guide for About.com, gives the website 
a four out of five-star rating. "[The site] 
is really very easy to use," Nations said, 
"and you don't have to do much more 
than install the toolbar and pick your 
interests to enjoy it. You will get the 
most mileage by befriending users with 
similar interests and joining groups that 
correspond to those interests. This will 
help StumbleUpon do a better job at 
finding websites that interest you." 
Nations seems to find one common 
complaint with StumbleUpon: "Not 
useful if you're looking for something 
specific." He also echoes Rees' frustration 
with the constant flow of information 
coming through StumbleUpon. 
It is hard to find a negative review for 
StumbleUpon, however, as it is ranked 
the top social bookmarking site on the 
Internet right now. When its competitors 
are examined, it is understandable why 
StumbleUpon reigns supreme. The only 
other site that seems to match up to 
StumbleUpon in any way at all is Digg. 
com. However, Digg is very different 
from StumbleUpon in the sense that it is 
not as easy to flip through or "stumble" 
upon sites. 
Whether there is an interest to waste 
time, research or just learn new things, 
it seems that the only viable option 
for Internet surfers is StumbleUpon. 
Standard search engines bog down 
contemporary sites, while StumbleUpon 
seems to have a jet turbine that speeds 
up the exploration process tenfold. It is 
at the very least worth taking a look at, 
and who knows what it could do for your 
day. 
Hersman leaves us with one last 
quote about StumbleUpon that will 
perhaps set its reputation in stone. 
"StumbleUpon is one of the most 
powerful tools I have ever used in my 
life," Hersman said. "Let it set you free." 
Adele drops her stake in heartbreak with new album 
By Phillip Morelli 
It's hard to believe that anyone at 
the age of 22 is able to express the true 
meaning of heartbreak. But London-
born singer/songwriter, Adele, surpasses 
all expectations and beliefs with her new 
album "21." 
Adele sprinted onto the scene 
in 2008 at the age of 19, winning two 
Grammy awards for Best New Artist 
and Best Female Pop Vocal Performance 
for her first record, "19." Now on her 
sophomore album, she returns with a 
vengeance, both vocally and lyrically, 
expressing the core of her emotions 
instead of the less effective metaphors 
and phrasings of her first album. 
"On my first record," she said in a 
Rolling Stone Magazine interview, "I 
always tried to disguise the true depth 
of my devastation by using something 
humorous or something that wasn't 
real." 
She approached "21" openly, 
willing to pour her heart out and reveal 
the true magnitude of her distress. What 
the album unveils is her attempt to 
comprehend the fallout of two previous 
relationships. In the 11 tracks included 
on "21," she takes aim at the two culprits 
who broke her heart, each track with its 
own unique tale. The stories she tells are 
jolted from her vocal chords and ripped 
from her heart, and her voice is real. 
It's robust, it's flashy and it makes her 
heartbreak believable. 
What makes her new album 
noteworthy is that even though her 
story isn't far off from the common 
individual, her voice puts her among the 
singing elite. She howls with soul in a 
style reminiscent of Aretha Franklin and 
Gladys Knight. Her voice is dominating, 
elegant and inundated with pain. There 
is unmistakable soul on "21," both in the 
words Adele vocalizes and the tonality 
of her voice. 
Thte ability of soul singers to 
effectively interpret their emotions 
is remarkable. This is evident on the 
record, and although Adele's lyrics 
are no different than those of typical 
pop singers, her tone is unmistakable, 
comprised of brilliance and a shrewd 
sense of self-awareness. Adele distances 
herself from the divas of the '60s and 
'70s in that she takes her expression a 
step further. She sounds as though she is 
ready for a fight, possibly even a fistfight. 
Her first single, "Rolling in The 
Deep," was written in response to a lost 
love who was supposed to have her back 
when times got tough. 
"If you're ever in trouble," Adele 
said in a Rolling Stone interview, 
"you've always got someone who's 
going to come and help you fight it or 
whatever like that. And that's how I 
felt in the relationship that the record's 
about." 
Adele collaborated on "21" with 
producer Rick Rubin, a major music 
icon from Columbia Records. Rubin, 
who has worked with the likes of U2, 
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Dixie 
Chicks and Green Day, first met Adele 
on the set of "Saturday Night Live." The 
two didn't initially plan on constructing 
an album together, but their ideas came 
together organically, and thus "21" was 
bom. 
They teamed up to create a more 
mature and honest record, one they 
hoped would surpass the Grammy 
success of "19." The album was released 
on Feb. 22 in the United States., although 
her first single "Rolling in the Deep" 
was released Nov. 29, 2010. This single 
reached No. 2 on the charts in Britain 
and No. 26 on the Billboard Hot 100. 
Adele's North American tour begins 
on May 12 in Washington D.C., and will 
be stopping in San Diego on June 8 at 
Humphrey's Concerts by the Bay. 
Photo Courtesy of Adele 
Adele is a young musician following up her first Grammy-winning album with "21." Her 
music is a blend of soul and pop. 
Designers and models rock the runway at New York Fashion Week 
By Devin Howell 
New York Fashion Week ended with 
a total of 85 on-site shows at Lincoln 
Center. Of course, as every Fashion 
Week passes, new trends emerge. 
One show in particular that set off 
new trends was Marc Jacobs. Jacobs 
is known for making statements and 
setting trends on the runway, and this 
season he chose polka dots as his focus. 
Polka dots were everywhere. The dots 
were large and small, shiny and matte, 
three-dimensional and flat and they were 
incorporated into prints, embroideries 
and rubber. He also showed sweaters, 
sailor pants and beautiful lace dresses. 
The designer's show was inspired 
by 1940s silhouettes. With Marilyn 
Manson's "Beautiful People" thumping 
in the background, high-neck blouses, 
sheer tops and pencil skirts walked the 
runway and created a futuristic '40s look. 
Jacobs also referenced the icy weather 
currently affecting the United States on 
his runway. The white and silver runway 
was surrounded by a light-blue padded 
set, which formed a clinical backdrop 
for his tailored fashion. 
"I thought in some weird, twisted 
way it's suggestive of this winter scene 
without being literal, and the clothes 
take it apart," Jacobs said as reported by 
The Telegraph 
He said the looks had a vintage 
feel, while also referencing a futuristic 
look. "They are all taken from classic 
American vernacular," Jacobs said, "just 
reworked." Without a doubt, his show 
will be talked about for some time. 
A designer who kept it simple, yet 
strong, was Alexander Wang. His line 
solidified the fact that you can never 
go wrong with an all-black outfit. 
The designer brought the concept of 
extreme sportswear to the urban streets. 
His collection reclaimed the usual, 
edgy, tough-girl aesthetic that Wang is 
known for. His collection consisted of 
oversized blazers, sheer blouses, smocks 
and ponchos. Wang was looking to add 
some humor to luxury and decadence. 
His show even came complete with an 
oversized blazer cut out of mink. While 
he mainly stuck to a black palette, the 
designer did mix it up with light pink, 
navy blue and*silver glossy pants. 
While Marc Jacobs provided the 
elaborate designs and Alexander Wang 
maintained a bold, clean style on the 
runway, Gwen Stefani did a bit of both, 
and did it well. Love Angel Music Baby, 
or L.A.M.B., was the big closing show 
of Fashion Week. Stefani was inspired 
by tribal prints and '70s style, along 
with clean, preppy back to school looks 
for men. Her show was separated into 
six sections, with each presenting a 
completely different look. The six looks 
were Soldier Girls, Ragga Muffin Girls, 
London Girls, Buffalo Girls, Mod Girls 
and Glamour Girls. 
Each new group provided a new 
mix of music and a whole new vibe. 
Stefani aimed to connect all the looks 
into one theatrical show. "It's almost not 
so much about the individual pieces as 
much as how it's put together," Stefani 
said. 
The Soldier Girls wore khaki trench 
coats, cropped pants, ties and Audrey 
Hepburn-inspired headscarves, while 
the Buffalo Girls wore menswear-
inspired outfits with Native American-
influenced prints. The contrasting 
aspect of the six different looks had an 
underlying theme for Stefani. "It's about 
the clash," Stefani said. "It's about the 
way the layers come together, the way 
you wear it and how you put it together." 
The inspiration from this collection 
will definitely be seen on individuals 
who reference street style and people 
who take a more high-fashion approach 
to their attire. 
The menswear portion of New York 
Fashion Week reinvented conventional 
men's style. Smoking jackets and tuxedo 
trousers were staples. Black-on-black 
ensembles made a comeback for men, 
appearing throughout many shows, 
including Bottega Veneta and Cavalli. 
In contrast, designers at Milan Fashion 
Week blended cashmere coats with edgy 
leather jackets. Giorgio Armani, who 
went against the trend, showed an all-
grey collection, which included wide 
trousers and longer jackets. 
If you're feeling inspired to switch 
up your wardrobe and keep up with 
the trends, you are in luck. For those 
looking for cheap chic, there are many 
new affordable lines available in select 
retail stores. Kate Moss, the trendsetter 
of all trendsetters, has recently launched 
her final mainline collection for 
Topshop. Moss bids farewell with this 
line, a mix of iconic re-issues from 
previous collections and new, limited-
edition looks. Another line receiving 
much praise is Michael Kors' line for 
Macy's. This collection consists of 
draped dresses and tiered skirts, among 
other pieces. With these in mind, and 
the fashion shows as inspiration, look to 
expand your aesthetic and try something 
new, fresh and exciting that will be sure 
to get you noticed. 
Natalie Kunstadter/The Vista 
Top designers Marc Jacobs, AlexandarWang, Band of Outsiders and L.A.M.B. showed 
off why it is they are considered trend setters at New York Fashion Week. 
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The road to boredom ends with Netflix 
Suggestions to cure the frustration that comes with movie searching 
After receiving praise for valid 
recommendations for Netflix Watch 
Instantly from both Vista readers 
and Netflix watchers, we decided 
recommend even more enjoyable 
films. Since we know it can be difficult 
to quickly find a watchable film on 
Netflix, here are a few searching tips. 
Try searching by actors that you know 
have delivered in previous films. If 
you like their style, it's likely the films 
they're in won't let you down. Also, 
pay attention to the rating that Nexflix 
chooses for you based on your personal 
preferences. Happy viewing! 
Gabrielle Obeji's Picks 
"Pay it Forward" 
Starring Kevin Spacey, Helen Hunt, 
Haley Joel Osment and Jon Bon Jovi 
Directed by Mimi Leder 
"Pay it Forward" is a touching 
drama that makes movie watchers 
reevaluate their life journey. It's the 
story of an 11-year-old boy, Trevor 
McKinney (Haley Joel Osment), who 
is starting school for the first time in 
the rough city of Las Vegas. His quirky 
social studies teacher, Eugene Simonet 
(Kevin Spacey), enters the movie as an 
inspirer of students. He hopes to not 
only teach his students about historical 
dates and events, but to also prepare 
them for life in general. He asks Trevor 
and the rest of his seventh grade class 
about what the world truly means to 
them. 
For Trevor, the world does not hold 
much worth. Trevor's mother, Arlene 
(Helen Hunt), is a struggling alcoholic 
working two jobs just to keep her and 
her son afloat, while his father (Jon 
Bon Jovi) is far from the main picture. 
The teacher proposes a challenge to his 
students: "Think of an idea to change 
our world, and put it into action." 
With nothing to lose, Trevor 
puts his complete energy into the 
assignment, creating his world-
bettering "pay it forward" theory 
Trevor decides he will perform three 
acts of voluntary kindness, under the 
condition that each of these people 
receiving his good acts must pay it 
forward to three more people. 
The film focuses on two timelines 
- Trevor's life and the movement of his 
pay it forward idea. Viewers will be 
blown away by the power of Trevor's 
innocent idea to change the world. His 
efforts revolutionize the lives around 
him, but also in the communities of 
people he doesn't know 
The movie has a well-chosen cast 
that conveys the emotional need for 
self-worth and kindness in the world. 
The movie makes one think about 
their actions and the power of repaying 
people in kindness. 
With immigration officials examining 
their every move, Margaret and 
Andrew must stay true to their original 
plan. Like any romantic comedy, 
emotions and challenges run their 
course. I recommend this movie to any 
hopeless romantic with a good sense of 
humor. The chemistry between Sandra 
Bullock and Ryan Reynolds adds to 
this hilarious and unconventional 
romantic comedy. 
unimaginable circumstances. The 
film won the Audience Award and 
the Grand Jury Prize at the 2009 
Sundance Film Festival 
While the subject matter is 
dark and painful, the fight that is 
left in Precious even after she has 
been beaten down, is inspiring and 
engaging. The gut-wrenching realness 
and emotion conveyed in this film 
makes it a must-see. 
how unecessary the war was, and the 
destruction he he has endured because 
of it. The film does a great job of 
portraying the disugst many Americans 
had toward the Vietnam War in the 
1960s and '70s. 
This Oliver Stone classic provides 
a stellar performance by Cruise, 
highlighting his ability to play characters 
in any genre, from mentally unstable 
war vets to teenage heartthrobs. 
SANDRA 8UUOCK RYAN REYNOLDS 
THE 
PROPOSAL 
HERE COMES THE BRIBE... 
"The Proposal" 
Starring Sandra Bullock and Ryan 
Reynolds 
Directed by Anne Fletcher 
Romantic comedy "The Proposal" 
is not your typical storyline. High-
strung and powerful New York book 
editor, Margaret (Sandra Bullock), 
is faced with deportation back to 
her native Canada at the height of 
her career. When confronted by 
immigration police, Margaret quickly 
claims that she is engaged to her 
unexpecting assistant Andrew (Ryan 
Reynolds), whom she has tortured his 
entire career. With Margaret promising 
to pull strings for him, Andrew agrees 
to partake in the pretend courtship. 
The mismatched fiancees then travel 
to Alaska to meet Andrew's eccentric 
family. 
Sandra Bullock's comedic 
timing shines when her uptight 
businesswoman character is forced 
to enjoy the wild outdoors of Alaska. 
"Precious" 
Starring Gabourey Sidibe, Mo'Nique, 
Mariah Carey and Lenny Kravitz 
Directed by Lee Daniels 
"Precious" is an emotional, yet 
inspiring drama highlighting the 
hardships of Harlem teen, Precious 
Jones (Gabourey Sidibe). Precious, 
an illiterate 16-year-old living with 
her abusive mother (Mo'Nique), is 
pregnant for the second time with 
her estranged father's baby. To the 
dismay of her mother, Precious begins 
to attend an alternative school that 
forces her to come to grips with her 
painful reality. 
Over the course of the movie, we 
see Precious struggle with her self-
image and her abusive upbringing, 
and trying to overcome the pain that 
surrounds her. 
The movie is based on the novel 
"Push," by Sapphire, and Sidibe 
perfectly conveys the hope and 
perserverance of a child born into 
Ryan Coghill's Pick 
"Born on the Fourth of July" 
Starring Tom Cruise 
Directed by Oliver Stone 
Vietnam films are typically 
difficult to watch. "Bom on the Fourth 
of July" may be similarly challenging, 
as it deals with damaged war veterans 
attempting to readjust to civillian 
life. However, the sheer quality of the 
story is worth the watch. The movie 
tells the story of United States Marine 
Ron Kovic (Tom Cruise), who returns 
from Vietnam paralyzed from the waist 
down. While the short war scenes are 
disturbing in their gruesome content, 
the most distressing of all is Kovic \ 
road to the realization that he will never 
walk again. Kovic becomes a depressed 
and drunk paraplegic, troubled by the 
lack of recognition for his service to 
America. 
Kovic slowly begins to realize 
N E T F L I X  
Not a '-member? 
Visit neulix.oorn to '.-.an up. 
A job would be 
amazing, thanks 
ml -
By Kaitlin Perry 
% 
As my mom gave me my future 
financial to-do list, post-grad edition, 
I calmly thought to myself, maybe 
I want more brown sugar on my 
oatmeal. Food is usually what I think 
about when I tune out people that I 
don't feel like listening to. Though my 
appetite has been non-existent as of late 
(thanks to my new diet of stress in large 
portions), I can't help but think of the 
comfort that macaroni and cheese Lean 
Cuisines bring me when I realize that I 
need food in order to do my homework 
coherently. 
Thanks to the American 
"meritocracy" that I was born into and 
educated within, I have been forced to 
spend hundreds of thousands of dollars 
for an education that has not placed 
a job with benefits at my doorstep 
(as I was told would happen upon 
graduating with a high GPA). Instead, 
I am too intimidated to even start a job 
hunt, mostly because I know I probably 
won't find anything, and secondly 
because I'm not exactly sure where I 
would like to settle down and spend 
the rest of my life working and raising 
children. 
Presently, my primary concern is 
taking care of my cats. Cat food, cat I itter 
and catnip are expensive commodities 
that my two furry friends can't live 
without. $40 here, $15 there, $25,000 
worth of loans everywhere I look - my 
situation seems nearly hopeless. But 
that's why I'm writing this. I need to 
give myself and the other people in this 
same situation a little bit of hope that 
graduating does not necessarily equal 
poverty, starvation and loss of pets. 
Rather it means complete freedom 
from the perils of finals, the ability to 
spend the time we spent searching for 
parking to search for jobs, the energy to 
get up early and fine-tune our resumes 
and the wisdom to avoid partying every 
weeknight, even though we can. 
My personal post-grad plan will 
consist of finding ways to save money 
while both having fun and growing 
up more than I already have. So far, I 
plan on doing something I've already 
been doing for years: avoiding the 
mall and shopping only in thrift stores. 
I was pleasantly surprised when I 
learned that thrift stores have sales, 
yet saddened when I began to have 
the mindset that a $4 shirt was too 
expensive. Nevertheless, the Salvation 
Army on Sports Arena Blvd. has 
daily sales, thus I will most likely be 
there daily. I mean, I'll have enough 
downtime to do so, so I might as well 
stock up on professional business attire 
so that when I do get a job I have one 
less thing to worry about. 
My second plan is to start living 
a healthier lifestyle by biking to 
nearby farmers' markets, which will 
save me from both rising gas prices 
and expensive restaurant tabs. But 
alongside shopping for healthy food 
comes cooking said healthy food, a skill 
I have yet to acquire. My mom gave me 
a box of her recipes for Christmas last 
year, and I came to the sad realization 
that no matter how hard I try, the meal 
will never taste as good as when she 
makes it. But that's okay. I'll use my 
free time to go home for a few days to 
learn my mom's chef-ly ways. 
My final money-saving plan is to 
quit smoking. As cigarette prices have 
risen since I first started smoking them, 
the habit is killing me in more ways 
than one. Therefore, quitting smoking 
will save me both $6 every week or 
so as well as thousands and thousands 
of dollars on cancer treatment in the 
future. It's a win-win situation. 
Whether or not I can become 
financially stable sooner rather than 
later, or even get a job in the same 
amount of time, is completely unknown 
to me. But I am aware that in order to 
bring about any positive change, I need 
to do intelligent things, and saving 
money and improving my health are 
two positive things that are necessary 
to the American way of living. I might 
as well start while I'm ahead. 
Kelsey Perry/The Vista 
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ROALD DAHI'S 
"FANTASTIC MR. FOX" 
CASA DEL PRADO THEATER 
@ 7 p.m. 
5 
YOGA FOR HOPE 
HILTON SD BAYFRONT 
@ 7:30 p.m. 
6 
ERIC CLAPTON 




"RACE: ARE WE SO DIFFERENT?" 
SAN DIEGO MUSEUM OF MAN 
@ 1:30 p.m. 
8 
EARTH EXPOSED 
Reuben H. Fleet 
Science Center 
@9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
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"Being an intellectual creates a lot of questions and no answers." 




I give back 
I am a Torero 
and. I teach 
Tp A/~|_| 
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Interested in becoming a teacher? 
Visit our information fair, and let SOLES lead the way. 
Join us, and find out how you can earn a teaching credential 
and still graduate in 4 years! Or enroll in one of our graduate 
programs right after graduation! 
TUESDAY, MARCH 8th, 18:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
PLAZA MINOR 
Outdoors 'between the 




SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP 
AND EDUCATION SCIENCES 
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Toreros swe< 
USD boun 
Aztecs in "Black and Blue" series 
ices back from opening weekend woes 
By John Sandberg 
USD's opening weekend against 
the Vanderbilt Commadores was not 
indicative of what their talent could 
achieve. To prove their strength, the 
Toreros took the field this past Friday 
at Tony Gwynn Stadium, looking 
to get back on track after a tough 
opening weekend. Battling not only 
their rivals, but also the elements 
once again, USD came away with 
two victories, winning the series and 
improving their overall record to 3-3. 
In Friday afternoon's game, 
the Toreros were led offensively by 
freshman Kris Bryant, who went 2-4 
with two home runs and two RBI. 
Dylan Covey picked up his first win 
of the season, throwing 7.0 innings 
and allowing three runs (two earned) 
on five hits. San Diego State's Ethan 
Miller was credited with the loss, 
giving up five runs (three earned) on 
seven hits over 7.0 innings pitched. 
Chris Jensen recorded his first save of 
the season for USD, pitching the final 
2.0 innings of the game and allowing 
no runs on no hits. 
SDSU scored in the first inning 
on Brandon Meredith's RBI double. 
With the score still 1-0 in the top of 
the third, USD loaded the bases with 
a Tony Strazzara single and two Aztec 
errors. Zach Kometani then singled 
up the middle to bring in one run, and 
another SDSU error allowed him to 
move to second. One more run then 
allowed him to come home. 
With the score 2-1 in the fourth ,\ 
Bryant hit a solo shot to left field, his 
second home run of the year. Two 
innings later he did it again, driving 
one deep over the center-field fence 
and moving USD's lead to 4-1. Kevin 
Muno hit a two-out double in the 
seventh inning, and was immediately 
followed by Dillon Checkal, whose 
RBI single pushed the lead to 5-1. The 
Aztecs responded with some offense 
of their own. After two walks put 
runners on first and second, SDSU's 
Cody Smith hit a triple to right field, 
scoring two and cutting the deficit to 
5-3. 
That would be all for the Aztecs, 
as Chris Jensen came in to shut things 
down in the eighth and ninth innings. 
USD tacked on an unearned run in the 
ninth, thanks in part to some sloppy 
Urszula Milewicz/The Vista 
Freshman pitcher Dylan Covey pitches against Vanderbilt in theToreros' season-opening series last weekend. 
defensive play by SDSU. This would 
give USD the 6-3 win. 
Though just one tame of the 
season, to come out and win the first 
game was certainly meaningful for 
the Toreros. 
"It's a great indicator of the 
fight and mental strength of the 
team," Checkal said. "It's easy to 
oome out and make excuses and roll 
over after a tough series, but it takes 
a championship -caliber ball club to 
let it go, come back and come out 
swinging." 
Game two of the series 
was scheduled for Saturday at 
Cunningham Stadium, however, 
another winter rainstorm forced the 
game to be postponed to a date yet to 
be determined. 
Sunny skies greeted fans and 
players on Sunday at Tony Gwynn 
Stadium for the final game of the 
weekend. USD had Aztecs' starter TJ. 
Kendzora figured out from the first 
pitch. The action started with leadoff 
batter Muno, who tripled to left field. 
Checkal's sacrifice fly to left field just 
one batter later gave USD a 1 -0 lead 
before anybody had finished their first 
mouthful of seeds. A Kometani single 
put one runner on for first-baseman 
Corey LeVier, who came through 
with an RBI double. After one inning 
of play, USD was in the lead 2-0. 
"Our approach helped us jump 
on the pitcher quickly and put him 
in an uncomfortable place out there," 
Checkal said. 
Back-to-back singles by 
Checkal and Bryant in the third 
inning put runners on first and second. 
Checkal and Bryant then performed 
a successful double steal, putting 
two men in scoring position with 
Kometani at the plate. The junior 
catcher hit a sacrifice fly to center, 
scoring Checkal and moving Bryant 
to third. LeVier came to the plate and 
delivered again, this time singling to 
right field and scoring Bryant, making 
The Torero bats were still hot in 
the fourth inning. Redshirt senior Scott 
Schauer singled and was followed by 
left-fielder Kalei Hanawahine, who 
doubled. Hanawahine later scored on 
an RBI single from Checkal. After 
Bryant was hit by a pitch to load the 
bases, RBI machine Kometani singled 
to left field, adding two more runs for 
the Toreros and making it a 7-0 lead. 
Cody Slader and Tim Zier each 
had RBI singles in the bottom of the 
fourth inning for the Aztecs, cutting 
the lead to 7-2, but that would be the 
only offense produced against USD's 
Calvin Drummond. The redshirt 
sophomore pitcher allowed only 
two runs on five hits in 5.0 innings 
pitched, sitting down 10 of the first 11 
batters he faced. 
USD moved two more unearned 
runs across the plate in the eighth 
inning, making the score 9-2, which 
would be the final. LeVier led the 
USD offense, going 4-5 with two 
doubles and two RBI in the game. 
He attributes much of his offensive 
success to pitch recognition. 
"Lately, [hitting] coach [Jay] 
Johnson has been working with the 
hitters on staying back and tracking 
each pitch," LeVier said. "This has 
allowed me to see the ball really well 
lately, especially Sunday. Each ball I 
hit was a pitch I recognized and I put 
pretty good strokes on them." 
Drummond recorded the win for 
the Toreros, his first of the season. 
Kendzora was saddled with the loss 
for SDSU. The Aztecs now fall to 1-5 
overall. Junior Paul Sewald earned the 
save, his second this year, pitching 3.0 
innings and giving up no runs on two 
hits. 
LeVier explained the importance 
of the two victories this past weekend. 
"It was huge, getting those wins over 
State," LeVier said, "not only because 
it was against our rival, but it allowed 
us to regain some confidence going 
into this week's matchups. Those two 
wins showed that we're able to recover 
as a team after minoi^struggles. If we 
continue to play with fhig same energy 
that we had this weekend, we'll be 
unstoppable." 
Momentum will certainly be 
key for the team's success when 
they take on Oklahoma tomorrow at 
Cunningham Stadium at 1 p.m. 
Stars aligning in 
the  NBA  
Trojans derail Toreros' streak 
By Tyler Wilson 
The NBA is succumbing to the 
ways of American capitalistic society. 
Its biggest stars are joining forces to vie 
for a championship, just as America's 
biggest companies are merging. The 
NBA's stars are leaving small markets 
to play for the league's largest markets, 
such as Los Angeles, New York, 
Chicago and Boston, just as smaller 
companies are merging with larger 
ones. 
The stars in the NBA have aligned 
in newly formed constellations because 
they could not earn championships on 
their own, thus paralleling our capitalist 
society. Kevin Garnett could not get it 
done in small-market Minnesota, so he 
went to Boston. Ray Allen could not get 
it done in Seattle, which isn't one of the 
biggest markets in America, and left the 
city to combine talents with Paul Pierce 
and Garnett, also in Boston. 
One championship and two finals 
appearances later, Boston has set the 
example for the entire NBA, which has 
begun to replicate new astronomical 
alignments. Lebron James took his 
talents to South Beach, joining Dwayne 
Wade and Chris Bosh in Miami. And 
most recently, Amar'e Stoudemire and 
Carmelo Anthony, who could not win 
a championship with their previous 
teams, joined in New York. They both 
anticipate the addition of Chris Paul, 
who will be a free agent at the end of 
this season, to join their newly formed 
alliance. 
According to ESPN columnist 
Rick Reilly, the migration of the NBA's 
biggest stars to America's biggest cities 
is a result of a lack of a franchise tag 
in the league. I usually tend to disagree 
with Reilly's columns, as he tends to 
write about topics completely irrelevant 
to sports, such as comparing his 23-
year-old son to Kevin Durant. Absurd, 
I know. I think he is superficially right, 
but is missing one huge aspect, as usual. 
In addition to Reilly's analysis, 
I think one overarching feature 
trumps all others in the stars' pursuit 
of championships and bigger cities. 
Individual determination, or a lack 
thereof, in the current basketball world. 
It's not about a lack of a franchise 
tag in the NBA or the need for these star 
players to win championships. It's not 
about the fame or the money. It's truly 
about the individual and his will and 
determination to win on his own. 
Michael Jordan never left the 
Bulls to try and win a championship; 
he did it individually. He was with the 
Bulls for seven seasons before he won 
his first championship, the same amount 
of time James was with the Cavaliers 
before he chose to go to Miami. 
Jordan did it without a major 
roster change, with the exception of 
the addition of Scottie Pippen in the 
1987 draft. But even then it still took 
the Bulls three more seasons to win 
with Pippen and Jordan on the same 
team. Ultimately, it was Jordan's will 
and determination that won his six 
championships, not an alignment with 
other stars. 
Historically, the Celtics . and 
Lakers had a plethora of hall of famers 
that were on the same championship 
teams throughout the '70's and '80's. 
Some of you might think that this 
knocks my theory, but players back 
then were of a different breed. They 
didn't dictate where they played, they 
just played together and made the most 
of it. Owners had the last say. But in the 
last decade, it is the players that have 
ruled the NBA. 
Individual stars no longer want 
to work for their championships 
anymore. They think combining 
talents is adequate for greatness. And 
it may be, as the Celtics have already 
proven. But the days of hard work, 
loyalty and determination are over in 
the NBA. So, even if a franchise tag is 
implemented in the NBA, the culture 
of self-determination the current stars 
have created will always be there, and 
it will continue to plague the NBA for 
some time to come. 
Bv Samantha Child 
The USD women's tennis team 
has been on a high recently, as they 
beat both the Washington University 
Huskies and the University of Arizona 
Wildcats. But theToreros were brought 
back down when they had their four-
game winning streak snapped last 
Friday by the University of Southern 
California Trojans. 
The Toreros entered the match 
against the Trojans as the No. 27 team 
in the nation. The USD women hoped 
to be energized by this high ranking, 
but their day still started off slow, as 
all of the Torero doubles competitors 
were held winless against the No. 17 
Trojans. 
The singles competitors did not 
have much success either, and the team 
had an overall frustrating day against 
the nationally-prominent Trojans. 
The Toreros were swept in the 
doubles matches, as the Trojan duo of 
Maria Sanchez and Kaitlyn Christian 
topped the Toreros' Stephanie 
Hoffpauir and Juliette Coupez by a 
score of 8-5. 
The next match was not much 
better, as the No. 17 Trojans were too 
much for the Torero team of Josymar 
Escalona and Laura Claus, defeating 
them with the same score as the 
previous match, 8-5. 
The Toreros tried to gain ground 
as they went into the singles matches, 
winning the first one of the day with 
Coupez defeating Alison Ramos 6-4, 
6-3 in an exciting match. The Trojans 
were not going to let the momentum go 
to the Toreros, however, and Christian 
got the second Trojan point, defeating 
Claus 7-5,6-1. 
The fight in the Toreros' spirit 
was not over, though, as Maja Sujica 
earned her fifth singles win of the year 
by defeating Cristala Andrews 6-4, 
7-5. USC took the last two matches, 
defeating Anna Depenau 6-3,7-6 
Danielle Lao was able to clinch 
the final victory for the Trojans, with a 
win over Escalona 0-6,7-5,6-4. 
All eyes were on the matchup 
between No. 66 Hoffpauir and No. 1 
Sanchez. After a big win the first set 
7-5, Hoffpauir looked to be in a battle 
with Sanchez. Hoffpauir was able to 
take the last two sets 6-4 and 6-3, and 
eventually the match. 
The Toreros will be back in 
action on March 8 as they take on 
Boston College at Hogan Tennis 
Center at 10 a.m. 
Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics 
Juliette Coupez, a junior from France, waits for the serve during theToreros' defeat at the hands of the USCTrojans 
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First baseman Megan Walsh attempts to get on base during theToreros' series against the Seattle University Redhawks.TheToreros went 1-1 in the series. 
Softball splits series against the Seattle Redhawks 
By Morgan Woodrow 
The USD softball team is 
gaining more confidence as the season 
progresses by gradually improving 
their pitching and defense. In the first 
game out against the Seattle University 
Redhawks, the Torero defense and 
pitching continued to strengthen, but, 
unfortunately, they couldn't connect at 
bat. 
"They were slower, off-speed 
pitchers and we popped up more than 
we should have," first-baseman Megan 
Walsh said. "So it was a tough one to 
lose." 
The Toreros started the game 
strong, as Taylor Hensley recorded 
an RBI single to right field, scoring 
Kristen Gensler. 
In the second inning, Kana 
Prelsnik continued the offensive 
momentum for the Toreros by 
doubling to center field, then earning 
a trip home off of a Gensler single to 
right field. This run gave the Toreros a 
2-0 lead. 
The third and fourth innings 
were won by the Redhawks, as they 
recorded two runs, and tied the game 
at 2-2. It was then a battle for the next 
five innings until the tie was snapped 
in extra-innings. 
In the 10th inning, Seattle scored 
two runs, taking the lead 4-2. However, 
USD fought back when Jessica Tieszen 
was placed on second base as a result 
of the international tiebreaker rule. 
She then advanced to third base from 
a Soto hit to center field. 
The Toreros earn'ed another run 
thanks to Kyle Ordos' ground out to 
the pitcher, which allowed Tieszen 
to score and cut the Redhawks' lead 
to 4-3. Dana Prelsnik was unable to 
put the Toreros ahead, though, as she 
grounded out to shortstop, giving 
Seattle the 4-3 win. 
"After this weekend it is pretty 
clear that we need to work on getting 
everyone's bats hot again," Walsh said. 
"We're coming up with hits here and 
hits there, but we were missing the link 
for hit after hit." 
The second and final game in the 
series with the Redhawks was scoreless 
until the fourth inning. It was then that 
Tieszen led off thp inning with a home 
run that flew 220 feet over right-center 
field, giving USD a 1 -0 lead. 
Tieszen's home run gave 
the Toreros some much needed 
momentum going into the fifth inning. 
The first batter in the inning, Lauren 
Tomey, reached first base thanks to a 
Redhawks error, and Stalberger, on a 
sacrifice bunt to the catcher, allowed 
Tomey to advance to second base. 
Tomey then advanced to third base on 
a wild pitch. 
Prelsnik then smashed an RBI 
double into deep left-center field, 
which allowed Tomey to score, lifting 
the Toreros to a 2-0 lead and the 
eventual victory. With the win, the 
Toreros improve to 2-4 on the season. 
The Toreros hope to create a 
winning streak when they travel to 
Las Vegas tomorrow for the Eller 
Media Stadium classic, hosted by the 
University of Nevada at Las Vegas. 
"This week we'll keep our 
defense sharp," Walsh said, "but we 
really need to find our comfort zone at 
the plate." 
The Toreros hope to rediscover 
their comfort zone when opening the 
tournament against UNLV at 3:45 p.m. 
Dugout diary: USD regains its mojo against SDSU 
Torero seniors earn first-ever series victory over the Aztecs 
By Tony Strazzara 
Leading up to the annual 
weekend series against our cross-town 
rivals, San Diego State, I noticed a 
wide array of emotions stirring inside 
of me. For one, as a senior, this would 
be my fourth and final series against 
the Aztecs. 
Three seasons ago, I made my 
college debut in the first game of the 
"Black and Blue" series, starting as 
the designated hitter and recording 
my first collegiate hit off of Stephen 
Strasburg. Two seasons ago, I 
watched from the bench in agony as 
we dropped three out of four games 
to the Aztecs. Last year, I remember 
painfully shaking hands with our 
foes after a Sunday loss that marked 
another series defeat to our rivals. 
Needless to say, the SDSU series 
has been the source of many ups 
and downs for myself and for Iorero 
baseball as a whole. As we prepared 
for the series this year, there was a 
definite edge and intensity that burned 
in the hearts of every USD player. 
Just minutes before the first 
pitch in the series opener last Friday 
afternoon, coach Hill brought up the 
position players and challenged us 
with an interesting call to action. 
"Give the school something to 
cheer about," coach Hill said. 
All year, SDSU has made 
news headlines with its football and 
basketball teams. The school has had 
so much to celebrate in regards to its 
athletic programs. On the contraiy, 
here at USD, we've had a pretty 
lackluster year in terms of success on 
the field. 
Maybe, just maybe, a series 
sweep by the baseball team against 
our hated cross-town rivals could 
ignite a boost in the morale of the 
student body at USD. And maybe, just 
maybe, a series sweep against SDSU 
could instill a sense of pride that our 
little school on top of the hill is a force 
to be reckoned with. This was our call 
to action and, whether or not it was 
the catalyst to our success this past 
weekend, I'm hopeful that our fellow 
students can once again feel proud to 
call themselves Toreros. 
Although the weekend was cut 
a bit short due to a Saturday rainout, 
our series win against the Aztecs was 
notable for two reasons. On one hand, 
we had sensational performances by 
our freshmen and transfer players. 
In particular, freshman Dylan Covey 
and transfer Calvin Drummond 
were outstanding on the mound, and 
freshman Kris Bryant and transfer 
Corey LeVier led the way for the 
offense. Furthermore, the success of 
our newcomers wasn't just limited to 
these four players, as it was great to 
have some unfamiliar faces making 
huge impacts in our games. 
On the other hand, the sweep of 
SDSU last weekend was significant 
because it helped Torero baseball 
regain a sense of superiority. This 
series win was the first against the 
Aztecs since I've been on the team, 
and it definitely feels good to own the 
bragging rights for the city rivalry for 
at least the next year. All in all, while 
our two wins against SDSU were a 
step in the right direction for the team, 
I still believe the best is yet to come 
for the 2011 Toreros. UtilityTony Strazzara attempts to throw an Aztec player out during theToreros' series victory. 
Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics 




By Rafael Crescendo 
One of the greatest soccer 
players of all time is hanging up his 
jersey for good. Ronaldo Luis Nazario 
de Lima, known simply as Ronaldo, 
is a soccer legend. During his 18 
years as a professional soccer player, 
Ronaldo has won two World Cups and 
has been selected by FIFA three times 
as the best player on the planet. 
Ronaldo, 34, ended his 18-year 
professional soccer career with the 
Brazilian club Corinthians. Ronaldo 
was 18 years old when he left the 
suburbs of Brazil for Spain, a land 
unknown to him. He became the king 
of F.C. Barcelona, where he scored 48 
goals. He then scored 51 goals for the 
Catalan Club, winning three titles in 
two years. 
He also played for the PSV 
Eindhoven, Real Madrid, Inter Milan 
and AC Milan. 
In the 1998 World Cup, Ronaldo 
suffered a seizure the night before 
the championship against France. 
Ronaldo, motivated by this incident 
and Brazil's subsequent loss that year, 
led his country to a 2002 World Cup 
victory against Germany in South 
Korea. 
In addition, Ronaldo scored two 
goals in this 2002 World Cup victory, 
dispelling rumors that he wasn't 
relevant to soccer anymore. He was 
voted Player of the Year by FIFA that 
same year, marking the third time he 
won the award in his career. 
He also became the highest 
leading scorer in tournament history 
with 15 goals, confirming his status as 
a legend. 
According to Fox News, 
Ronaldo's career was marked by his 
goals just as it was by his injuries, 
which kept him sidelined for nearly 
three years in total. He injured his 
right knee with Inter Milan in 1999 
and needed surgery. 
A year later, he twisted the same 
knee on the day he was returning to 
action, thus needing to be sidelined 
for several months again after another 
surgery. 
His third injury came with AC 
Milan in 2008, forcing another surgery 
and another long layoff. In addition 
to these injuries, Ronaldo began to 
face weight problems because of 
hypothyroidism. 
USD men's soccer head coach 
Seamus McFadden said that Ronaldo 
is one of the best strikers to ever 
play. "In my mind, he combines all 
the Brazilian qualities," McFadden 
said, "because he was technical and 
infinitely gifted. More importantly, he 
had this amazing athletic ability. He 
was quick and strong." 
USD men's soccer assistant 
coach Brian Quinn admires Ronaldo 
because he came back in 2002 to 
dominate as a player, even after fighting 
adversity from a disappointment in 
the 1998 World Cup. 
"I believe that Ronaldo defined 
the peak of his career in 2002," Quinn 
said. "When he scored two goals in the 
World Cup final against Germany." 
USD women's soccer head coach 
Ada Greenwood said that despite all 
the bad calls Ronaldo made in his 
personal life, and his hypothyroidism 
condition that made it difficult for him 
to lose weight and stay in shape, he 
was still one of the best scorers of the 
last 20 years. 
"I think when I look back into 
Ronaldo's career," Greenwood said, 
"the things that stand out the most for 
me are what he did for Brazil and how 
much he brought to the game." 
Ronaldo will forever be 
immortal as a soccer god for his 
accomplishments on the field, but 
now that he has retired, he has made 
the decision to put his "immortality" 
to use off the field. His plans after 
retirement are to help new stars reach 
their full potential. 
Ronaldo has such a powerful 
image that only a few days after his 
retirement, he has already opened 
his own marketing company. He 
is the chief executive of 9nine, a 
sports marketing company that, with 
Ronaldo's charisma and prestige, will 
offer advertising strategies, research 
and public relations focusing on the 
2014 World Cup and the 2016 Brazil 
Olympics. 
In addition, his company will 
manage not only the careers of soccer 
players, but several other athletes, 
including UFC fighter Anderson 
Silva. If Ronaldo's marketing skills 
are anything like his soccer skills, he 
will be more than successful. 
Is coach Grier 
on the hot seat? 
By Chris Hanneke 
The following is not meant to be 
a personal attack on coach Bill Grier. 
I have a bunch of respect for the 
guy. He has always been incredibly 
helpful with this publication and has 
always been more than willing to 
offer us quotes when we were in need 
of a story. His friendliness seems to 
be universally appreciated by those 
around the San Diego community. 
But being nice doesn't always 
equate to winning games. And 
winning games is ultimately what 
determines the success of a head 
coach. It may not be fair, but that's 
just how it is. 
Saturday's 68-31 embarrassment 
against Gonzaga was rock bottom 
for a program that has been spinning 
out of control ever since it reached 
its highest point just three years ago. 
To think that the same man has been 
steering the ship the whole way is 
fascinating, and it makes deciding his 
future all the more difficult. 
The season isn't over yet, as 
the team will head to Las Vegas for 
the WCC Torunament, where they 
failed to impress the last two seasons. 
Barring some sort of miracle, and it 
would be a miracle, that trend will 
continue. Only then would it be logical 
for the administration to contemplate 
Grier's future. 
If Grier somehow pulls off the 
unspeakable and gets his team to play 
into the final rounds of the tournament, 
then the job should indisputably 
remain his. Those may seem to be 
lofty expectations, but that is the only 
way he could prove without a shadow 
of a doubt that he is the right man for 
the job. 
Following the monumental upset 
over then-No. 23 St. Mary's just two 
weeks ago, I thought Grier had proven 
all he needed to prove. 
But that was before the Gonzaga 
game, when the team scored the 
fewest amount of points any Torero 
team has scored in a game since 
joining Division I. The game was 
so embarrassing that it erased any 
positive momentum Grier may have 
built following the win against St. 
Mary's. 
Of course, talk of actually 
getting rid of Grier is all hypothetical. 
The athletic director, and every 
other person in charge of hiring and 
firing coaches, will stick with him 
regardless of what happens in Vegas. 
They'll defend the move by offering 
some sort of excuse that involves the 
words "loyalty" and "believing he is 
the right man for the job." 
Three years ago, I would have 
believed them. Heck, I believed them 
last year when they essentially sent the 
same message by not even threatening 
his position. Now? It's hard to see any 
scenario where he really is the right 
man for the job. 
I'm not on the team, I don't 
know what goes on behind the scenes. 
That's always the knock on people 
like me that cover sports. Just because 
we don't play, that somehow means 
we can't interpret what is happening 
on the field of play. Well, I watch a 
lot of sports, and just like anyone 
else that watches a lot of sports, I can 
tell when something is wrong with a 
team. And I'm not saying anything 
that anyone else who went to a 
game this year didn't at some point 
think. The sad truth is, teams have 
consistently underperformed under 
Grier's direction. 
People can take offense to this 
and think I am calling for a coach's 
head when I have no right to do so. 
Well, next year will be my last at 
USD. For many of you, your chance 
to see USD go back to the tournament 
is over. But you got to see it your 
freshman year. I didn't. 
So call me crazy, but I would 
love to see a competitive team before 
my time here is up. And whether it's 
fair to say or not, I'm not so sure that 
it will happen under coach Grier. 
Photo Courtesy of USD Athletics 
No. 24 Samantha Child gathers her team in a timeout during theToreros' loss at Gonzaga this past Saturday. 
Women's basketball splits 
northwestern road trip 
By David Downs 
The USD women's basketball 
team has not been able to find a 
groove all season, experiencing many 
tumultuous turns'thus fan This past 
week was no different, as they were able 
to win a narrow 78-77 contest atgainst 
the University of Portland Pilots this 
past Thursday. 
The Toreros rallied behind a 
career-high 29-point performance from 
senior guard Samantha Child and were 
able to hold off a late Pilot comeback to 
claim the nail-biting victory. 
With USD clinging to a 
comfortable 78-69 lead with three 
minutes left in regulation, the Pilots were 
able to shut down the Toreros' offense. 
They went on an 8-0 run over the 
ensuing three minutes to pull to within 
one point after a pair of Tara Cronin 
free throws. In the closing seconds, 
the Pilots' ReZina TecleMariam and 
Nakeisha Brown each tried to connect 
on what would have been game-winning 
shots, but neither were able to convert. 
USD held on for the much-deserved 
win, dropping Portland to 15-13 (6-7) 
on the year. 
Offensively, the Toreros were led 
by Child, who went 9-for-13 from the 
floor, while connecting on 10-for-ll 
from the free-throw line. Junior guard 
Dominique Conners was the only other 
Torero to finish in double figures, as 
she contributed 14' points^ going 7-for-
15 from the field. She also racked up 
four assists and five rebounds in a solid 
outing. 
On Saturday, the Toreros dropped 
their season finale to the No. 23 
Gonzaga University Bulldogs 80-58. 
With the loss, the Toreros finished the 
regular season with a 15-13 (5-9) record. 
Meanwhile, with the win, Gonzaga 
improved to a 26-4 (14-0) record on the 
season. 
The first half saw a back-and-forth 
battle, with neither team able to cement a 
clear advantage until a Katelan Redmon 
lay up at the 12:44 mark. This sparked a 
12-3 Bulldog run over the following five 
minutes, resulting in a 25-15 Bulldog 
lead. Gonzaga was able to increase that 
lead, shutting down USD's offense for 
the remainder of the half before going 
into halftime with a decisive 42-24 
advantage. 
The Bulldogs continued to 
control the second half as they built an 
insurmountable 20-point lead in the first 
two minutes. They were able to maintain 
this lead throughout the rest of the game 
and come away with the victory. 
Gonzaga was led offensively by 
senior guard Courtney Vandersloot, 
who finished with a game-high 20 
points. She also contributed six assists, 
five rebounds and two steals while 
converting 9 of 12 from the free-throw 
line. 
"Overall, I am happy with our 
performance this weekend," redshirt 
senior Nya Mason said. "It's hard to go 
on the road and win, especially against 
a good team like Portland, so to do that 
was huge for us. And to go to Gonzaga on 
their senior night, and hold them below 
their scoring average was big because 
not a lot of teams in conference have 
been able to do that. We realize that we 
still have some work to put in before the 
tournament starts on Friday, but I think 
this weekend was great for us, knowing 
we do have what it takes to really make 
a good run in the tournament." 
USD travels to Las Vegas, Nev., 
tomorrow to square off against the 
Loyola Marymount Lions in the first 
round of the WCC tournament at the 
Orleans Arena. 
Senior guard Samantha Child pulls up for a jumper during her career-high 29-point performance vs. Portland. 
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"The key is not the will to win - everybody has that. It is the will to 
prepare to win that is important." 
- Bobby Knight 19 
Alexandra Green/The Vista  
LEFT: Point guard Darian Norris drives toward the basket in theToreros' loss against Gonzaga. RIGHT: Senior Matt Dorr attempts a layup in his final game at the Jenny Craig Pavilion. 
Toreros dealt worse loss of season vs. Gonzaga 
USD's previous defeat at PoTTtdfid helped set up record-breaking embarrassment 
By Dane Cummaro 
Torero basketball is a long way 
from the prominence they achieved in 
the 2008 season. In this season, it was 
USD that got the best of the Gonzaga 
Bulldogs in the WCC championship 
game. But last Saturday night it was 
evident how far away USD is from 
catching the mighty Bulldogs, as 
USD experienced its worst loss of the 
season. 
On USD's Senior Night, 
Gonzaga (21-9, 11-3 WCC) clinched 
a share of their 11th straight WCC 
conference title with an embarrassing 
68-31 win over the Toreros (6-23, 
2-12 WCC). It was the lowest point 
total for a USD team since joining 
Division I in 1979. This record low 
can be credited to the big men in the 
middle for Gonzaga, Elias Harris and 
Robert Sacre. 
Harris had 17 points and nine 
rebounds, while Sacre wasn't too 
shabby himself, adding 16 points. 
But, it was their height and size that 
made it impossible for USD standout 
big man Chris Gabriel (0 points), to 
get going. German-born Harris is 
6-foot-8, and Sacre towers down low 
at seven feet tall. 
When a team has players like 
this, it is extremely difficult to get easy 
buckets, as their size and strength can 
be used to contest shots and secure 
rebounds. This was evident in this 
particular game, as the Toreros only 
shot 25 percent from the field. The 
'Zags led at halftime 37-19, and then 
proceeded to open the second half 
with an 11-1 run. At that point, it was 
time to coronate Gonzaga. 
It didn't help that the Toreros 
were coming off the heels of a 
heartbreaking loss to Portland on 
Thursday. After leading by four with 
roughly six minutes to play, USD 
failed to close out another home game, 
falling to the Pilots (20-9,7-6) 65-61. 
Portland was led by Jared Stohl's 
18 points, and Luke Sikma was 
predictably solid with eight points and 
10 rebounds. 
Devin Ginty was coach Grier's 
top offensive player, as he posted a 
team-high 11 points. 
The second half proved to, once 
again, cause problems for the Toreros. 
Portland started the second half on 
a 10-0 run from their deadly outside 
shooting. 
But, when Ginty hit a 3-pointer to 
cut the lead to 62-61 with 24 seconds 
on the clock, it seemed as though USD 
still had life left. On the following 
possession, Mitrovic connected on 
one of two free throws, and the crowd 
was rearing for an upset. 
Trailing by only two, Ginty took 
a contested 3-pointer in traffic that 
clanged off of the back iron. Stohl 
would go on to convert both of his 
free throws to sign, seal and deliver 
the game for the Pilots. 
This forgettable season for USD 
will have new life breathed into it 
as the WCC conference tournament 
begins play on Friday, in Las Vegas. 
The Toreros will attempt to channel 
the old A1 Davis "Just win, baby" 
motto in Sin City, a town which, 
despite the recession, remains as 





Freshman forwardTrevor Fuller records his only basket of the night as he dunks off a fast break in the second half vs. the Bulldogs. 
Alexandra Green/The Vista  
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Torero men's tennis 
sustains domination HOT OR NOT 
By Joseph Shoen 
While most college tennis teams 
are concerned with their opponents 
across the net, the talented USD men's 
tennis team had only themselves to 
compete against, as they did not want 
to beat themselves with unwarranted 
mistakes. 
The Toreros (7-2) continued 
their torrid play, defeating both the 
University of Hawai'i Warriors and 
the Loyola Marymount Lions by equal 
scores of 7-0. 
The two victories pushed USD's 
winning streak to five, and will 
undoubtedly result in a move up in the 
national rankings. 
USD jumped on the Warriors 
right out of the gate, as their superior 
doubles team of Dean Jackson and 
Patrick Pohlmann easily handled their 
opponents Danilo Casanova and Leo 
Rosenberg 8-1. 
Moments later, the Torero pairing 
of Clarke Spinosa and Thibaut Visy 
clinched the doubles point against the 
Lions' Dennis Lajola and Jon Brooklyn 
with a dominant 8-1 victory. Not to be 
outdone, USD's Nikola Bubnic and 
Nils Schive picked up the 8-3 victory 
over LMU's Jeremy Tweedt and 
Daniel Llarenas. 
The last to clinch his doubles 
point, Bubnic was the first Torero to 
win his singles match, 6-3, 6-1, over 
Tweedt. Visy also coasted, dropping 
Casanova 6-2,6-0. 
With the race to earn the clinching 
point in full force, Pohlmann reached 
the finish line first. The junior pulled 
out a 6-4, 6-4 victory over Rosenberg 
to end all hopes Hawai'i had of a 
comeback. 
Even with the win in hand, the rest 
of the Toreros singles players refused 
to let up. Emilio Mora took down Jared 
Spiker 6-1,7-5. 
Jackson, arguably the Toreros' 
best player, struggled against Lajola 
but eventually came through with a 
tough 7-6, 7-5 win. It took Spinosa a 
third-set tiebreaker, but the freshman 
eventually put the Warriors out of their 
misery with a 5-7, 7-5, 10-4 (tiebreak) 
victory. 
USD welcomed LMU to the 
Skip and Cindy Hogan Tennis Center 
on Sunday afternoon for the first 
conference match of the season. Similar 
to Thursday's match, the Toreros came 
out of the gate fast, sweeping all three 
doubles sets to take the doubles point. 
Jackson and Pohlmann opened 
things up for USD, beating their 
opponents Nicholas Bjerke and Daniel 
Simko 8-4. Visy and Spinosa took 
down their opponents Tyler Gotshall 
and Tom Price 8-3, and Schive and 
Bubnic held strong by overcoming 
Sebastian Bustamente and Alex Wilton 
8-5. 
Spinosa, a winner in 10 of his past 
11 singles matches, earned the Toreros' 
second point by defeating Simko 6-1, 
6-1. 
Jackson continued the Toreros' 
dominance, dropping the Lions' 
best player, Aris Andresian 6-2, 6-1. 
Pohlman followed by breezing past 
Bustamente 6-0,6-1. 
A 7-5, 6-3 win from Bubnic over 
Bjerke kept things rolling for the 
Toreros. Visy defeated Wilton 6-1,7-5, 
and Mora's 6-7, 6-0, 10-3 (tiebreak) 
completed the shutout. 
Although the Toreros' first three 
singles victories were impressive, 
perhaps the most noteworthy aspect 
of the past week for USD was the way 
they finished off their opponents. 
This fact did not go unnoticed by 
head coach Brett Masi. "I was most 
impressed with how our guys kept 
their competitive edge all match long," 
Masi said. "I've been happy with their 
competitive mindset and the sense of 
urgency they're showing." 
It might be hard for USD to keep 
that sense of urgency if they continue 
to dominate opponents like they have 
in their past five contests. Luckily for 
Masi and his team, they still have each 
other to compete against. 
- Upset wins 
- "Unemployed winner" 
- Charl ie Sheen interviews 
- NBA trades 
- "Big Love" 
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- New York Knicks 
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- Chris Carpenter 
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- Carson Palmer 
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